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INTRODUCTION

REGENCY ULTRA MOTORHOME

Congratulations! Thank you for selecting a Regency RV.

Welcome to the exciting world of motorhome travel and camping, with all the comforts of home with you, while
you travel and enjoy the outdoors.
Your motorhome has been designed and manufactured to enhance your travel and camping experience, and to
provide you with safe, efficient and trouble-free operation.
Before your first drive, please take the time to become familiar with the operation of the vehicle chassis and all
functions and operations of the motorhome. Spend adequate time with your dealer and learn all you can about
your new motorhome.
For over 30 years, Regency has taken great pride in the quality and excellence that the Regency name represents.
We appreciate having you as a customer and welcome you into the Regency RV family. This manual is provided
to introduce you to the many features of your new motorhome including operation, maintenance and warranties.
We strongly advise you to take time to read this manual as well as those of the motorhome components before
you use your new motorhome. It will help you to better understand the many operational features of this
recreational vehicle.
After reading this manual, be sure to keep it inside the motorhome for use as a reference as needed. Your Regency
RV dealer will be glad to answer any further questions about the operation of your motorhome and the
appliances.
This owner’s manual covers the operation and limitation of the systems and controls unique to your motorhome.
All operators and occupants should read, understand and follow all instructions in this manual and the chassis
manual, as well as the components manuals.
Your motorhome is complex and incorporates components, equipment and appliances that are manufactured
separated by companies unrelated to Regency RV. Important operating and maintenance manuals for these
specific components are located in the information bag supplied with the motorhome. In the event that a manual
is not provided, it may be accessible via the manufacturer’s website.
A few minutes spent reading the appropriate manual will pay rich dividends in providing safe, efficient and
trouble-free operation. Keep all manuals with the information bag in the motorhome for reference should you
need it. Pass this manual and information bag on to any subsequent owner or operator. We know that you will
enjoy your new Regency RV and we wish you many miles of pleasant and carefree driving.
Happy travels!
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Owner’s Manual

This manual was prepared to aid the operator in the operation and care of the motorhome. There are many
options to Regency RV, so ensure that you are familiar with your motorhome’s systems and equipment. All
operators and occupants of the motorhome should read, understand and follow the instructions in this manual,
the vehicle chassis manual & the information contained in the Motorhome Information bag provided with your
new motorhome.

Your motorhome contains a number of systems, components, equipment and appliances manufactured by
vendors that supply components for Regency RV.

Before operating the motorhome for the first time – even if an experienced motorhome operator – read and
become familiar with all of the relevant manuals to your motorhome, components, equipment and appliances
provided in the Motorhome Information bag. Your familiarity with the detailed operation of your motorhome will
assist in your safe, efficient and trouble-free motorhome operation.

NOTICE
Regency RV reserves the right to change or discontinue at any time, without notice, prices,
colors, materials, equipment, accessories, specifications, models and packages without
incurring any obligation to make the same or similar changes to previously sold products. Colors
shown may vary due to reproduction and printing processes.
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WARRANTIES & POLICIES
Regency RV Customer Responsibility
It is important you read and understand the information in this manual before using your RV. It is your responsibility to fill
out the customer PDI form and return to Regency RV.
Familiarize yourself with the applicable warranties. You are responsible for ensuring the procedures for obtaining warranty
repair are followed properly. It is your responsibility and obligation to return your RV to your dealership for warranty service
repair.
As the owner of the RV, you are responsible for regular and proper maintenance performed in accordance with this manual
and the OEM manuals. Regular and proper maintenance will help prevent conditions arising from neglect that are not
covered by warranty.
Regency RV Warranty
Regency RV warranties the specified new motorhome free from defects in material and craftsmanship, on the sections
manufactured by Regency RV (for example, cabinetry, flooring, structural parts) under normal use and service. Regency
RV’s obligation under this warranty shall be limited to 36 months / 36,000 miles / 60,000 kilometers (whichever comes first)
after the date of purchase by the original retail purchaser from an authorized Regency RV dealer and shall be limited to
making good, at our factory or an authorized Regency dealer, any parts or parts thereof upon return to the factory.
For purposes of structural warranty coverage, structural parts include only the metal structure of the coach and all metal
members welded to it, studs and framing in the wall of the coach, roof rafters and delamination of the fiberglass body parts
of the coach.
On motorhomes where the chassis is designed or built by another manufacturer, Regency RV offers no structural coverage
warranty, and the sole structural warranty coverage is provided by the manufacturer of the chassis.
Individuals who purchase a pre-owned Regency RV can transfer any remaining portions of the limited warranty, where
applicable. Dealer is to assure that the 2nd Owner Warranty Registration form is properly completed and returned to
Regency RV with supporting documentation within 30 days of delivery. A full inspection must be done by a certified Regency
RV dealer within 30 days of delivery and submitted to Regency RV, otherwise all warranty is considered null and void.
Warranty start date is the date of purchase by the original retail purchaser. 2nd owner understands that not all portions of
the Regency RV warranty or separate component warranties are transferrable. 2nd owner registration form can be obtained
by contacting Regency RV.
Regency RV warranty does not apply to vehicle chassis or power train.
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NOTICE
Regency RV obtains many components in addition to the chassis of the Motorhome from other manufacturers.
Each of these manufacturers of these specific components offer its own separate warranty, which might be a 1year warranty or only apply to the first retail owner.
Regency RV assigns each separate warranty provided as the sole, exclusive warranty in respect of that component.
Regency RV PROVIDES NO SEPARATE OR INDEPENDENT WARRANTY COVERAGE FOR ANY SUCH COMPONENTS.
Information on separate component warranties and registration for such warranties from component
manufactures may be found in the Motorhome Information Bag provided to the first retail purchaser at the time
of purchase. This includes but is not limited to:

-

Refrigerator
Air Conditioner
Leveling System
Water Heater
Awning

-

Heating System
TVs
Toilet
Generator
Batteries

-

Inverter
Stove Top
Entry Step
Furnace
Skylight

The rights of a purchaser or owner of a Regency RV in respect to such separate components or the warranties
covering such components may be conditioned upon or limited by the specific terms and conditions of such
separate warranties.

The conditions of this warranty shall not apply to the following:
o
o
o

o

o
o

o
o
o

If the motorhome has been altered outside our factory in any way so as, in our sole opinion, to affect its stability
and reliability.
If the motorhome, in our sole opinion, has been subject to misuse, negligence, or accident.
Tires, refrigerator, stove, furnace, roof air conditioner, chassis power train, and any other components, which is
under a separate warranty from the manufacturer, and service can be obtained from their facilities in North
America.
Unauthorized repairs, alterations, or modifications. You MUST follow the policies and procedures set forth by
Regency RV for warranty repairs. Regency RV is not required to reimburse an owner for warranty repairs that
were not authorized to be done.
Routine maintenance as specified in this owner’s manual.
Failure of the coach and/or chassis resulting in incidental damages such as loss of use of motorhome,
inconvenience, cost of rental vehicle, and/or cost of accommodations, travel expenses & meals, and other
miscellaneous incidental expenses.
Damages resulting by: hail, tornadoes, lightning, floods, earthquakes, plow winds, fire, rain & environmental
conditions which include tree sap, tar, chemicals, oils, salts, and/or Acts of God.
Accident
Accessories or equipment that are working as designed, but which you are unhappy because of the design.
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The conditions of this warranty shall not and will not apply to degeneration due to wear and exposure after these limitations
or one year from the original retail purchase date or 12,000 miles or 20,000 kilometers (whichever comes first) by the
original retail purchaser from an authorized Regency RV dealer:
o
o
o
o
o

All seat, curtain, door panel, and wall fabrics used in the coach
Window seals
Exterior power cable hatch, city fill water hatch, porch light, & cable TV outlet
Carpet
Black and gray water termination valves

The warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties expressed or implied and all other obligations or liabilities for alleged
representation or negligence. Regency RV neither assumes nor authorizes any other person to assume for us any liability in
connection with the sale of our motorhomes other than expressed above.
Any claim for breach of the warranty or any applicable implied or statutory warranty must be initiated within one year after
the date on which the breach allegedly occurs.
All correspondence should be directed to the dealer from whom the motorhome was purchased and must specify the VIN
number and date of purchase of motorhome in question.

Regency RV Warranty Policies
o Warranty repairs, within the three year or 36,000 miles / 60,000 kilometers (whichever comes first)
limited warranty.
o Regency RV will not reimburse any claims for any work done on any components or appliances that are
covered under their respected manufacturers’ warranties. These warranties must be claimed through the
manufacturer of the appliance or component.
o All warranty work that is required to be performed on the chassis must be taken to an authorized
Motorhome dealership and processed through their warranty procedures. Regency RV will not reimburse
any claims regarding the chassis. Regency RV will pay for the removal and re installation of motorhome
components only if absolutely necessary to perform motorhome repairs. Regency RV will not reimburse
any costs in the removal or re installation of these components if it is:
▪ Out of the warranty period
▪ Non-warranty repairs
▪ Routine Maintenance
Regency RV Main Office: (817)847-7974
Warranty Email: warranty@regencyrv.com
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REFERENCE CODES
o Manufacture/Conversion Date:
o The date on which the coach portion of your motorhome was built.
o Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR):
o The maximum permissible weight of this fully loaded Motorhome.
o Sleeping Capacity Weight Rating (SCWR):
o The manufacturer’s designated number of sleeping positions multiplied by 150lbs.
o Occupant and Cargo Carrying Capacity (OCCC):
o The value equal to the GVWR minus UVW and LP. In other words, OCCC is how much
weight in occupants, cargo, water and trailer tongue weight that can be added to the
Motorhome without exceeding the GVWR.
o Gross Combined Weight Rating (GCWR):
o The Gross Combined Weights Rating of the Motorhome, i.e., combined weight of the
motorhome and any towed vehicle.
o Designated Sleeping Capacity:
o The manufacturer’s designated number of sleeping positions multiplied by 154 lbs.
o Gross Axle Weight Rating (GAWR):
o The value specified as the load carrying.
o Tire Specification:
o Recommended tires specification to meet handling, loading and safety requirements.
Replacement tires must meet these specifications.
o Cold Tire Inflation Pressure:
o Inflation pressures recommended (while cold) for the tires originally installed on your
Motorhome. These tire pressure levels must be maintained to ensure proper handling,
safety and fuel economy.
o Unloaded Vehicle Weight (UVW):
o The weight of this Motorhome as manufactured at the factory with full fuel, engine oil
and coolants.
o Mass of Waste Water Tanks:
o Total weight of the black and grey water tanks when filled to capacity.
o Vehicle Identification Number (VIN):
o This number identifies the chassis on which the Motorhome is built.
o Type:
o States the National Highway Traffic Safety Association (NHTSA) designated usage
classification for your Motorhome. MPV signifies a multi-purpose vehicle.
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Vehicle Certification Labels
The vehicle certification labels contain vehicle identification and other important reference information. Never
remove or destroy these labels. The labels are located on the driver & passenger door frames or where otherwise
specified.

Located on passenger side door frame. Includes: VIN, build date, GVWR and GAWR and tire pressure information.

Located on passenger side door frame. Includes seating capacity and tire information.
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Located on passenger side door frame. Includes VIN # and occupant and cargo carrying capacity.

Located on passenger side door frame.

Located underneath front hood on the right side. Includes custom paint color codes.
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SERVICE ASSISTANCE
Your dealer will assist you with any additional information you need and will answer any questions you have about
the operation of your motorhome. When it’s time to service the vehicle, remember that your dealer knows your
motorhome best and is dedicated to your satisfaction. Your dealer will provide quality maintenance and
assistance during your ownership. Regency RV strongly recommends that you follow a regular maintenance
schedule to keep your motorhome functioning at its best.
In the event that your purchasing dealer is unable to assist you in your maintenance or warranty needs, before
proceeding with any service work, please reach out to Regency RV through one of the methods below.
Regency RV Main Office: (817)847-7974
Regency RV Warranty: (682)350-2325
Warranty Email: warranty@regencyrv.com
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REPORTING SAFETY DEFECTS
If you suspect your motorhome has a safety defect that could cause injury or death, immediately contact
Regency RV. Also, contact the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the US.
NHTSA will investigate the concern if there are a number of similar complaints. They have the authority to order
a recall and repair campaign depending on the nature and severity of the problem.
You can reach the NHTSA by calling the Auto Safety Hotline at 1-800-424-9393 (202-366-0123 in the
Washington, DC, area) or by writing to NHTSA, US Department of Transportation, Washington, DC 20590. The
hotline also will provide you with additional information on motor vehicle safety.
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SAFETY

The safety symbol
used in conjunction with the
Danger, Warning, and Caution symbols, identifies an
area that involves the personal safety of the
operator, passengers or bystanders. Read,
understand and follow the instructions and
information in the safety sign or manual instruction.
Do not take chances with safety. Most accidents are
preventable.

Safety, comfort and ease of operation are key
considerations during the design and manufacture of
all Regency RV motorhomes. It is the responsibility of
the owner or operator to read, understand, and
follow all instructions in this manual, the chassis
manual, all appliance/ equipment system manuals
located in the Motorhome Information bag, and on
safety signs on the motorhome. Specific items,
procedures, or instructions are identified with the
key words Danger, Warning, and Caution which
emphasizes areas of special concern. These key
words are defined as follows:

Follow the safety precautions out-lined in this
section of the manual, but keep in mind that the
manual may not cover all situations. Every person
who occupies the motorhome or operates any of its
components, devices or subassemblies must be
familiar with this manual and the manuals in the
Motorhome Information bag. Every operator and
occupant are responsible for following all safety
items covered in this, and other manuals.

Danger - Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, WILL result in death or serious injury.
Warning - Indicates a hazardous situation which, if
not avoided, COULD result in death or serious
personal injury.
Caution - Indicates a hazardous situation which, if
not avoided, COULD result in minor or moderate
personal injury.
Notice-Identifies hazards not related to personal
injury.
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GENERAL SAFETY
o The most important safety feature on your
motorhome is a safe and knowledgeable
operator. It is the operator’s responsibility to
read, understand and follow all of the safety and
operating instructions in the operator’s, chassis,
appliance and system manuals. Most accidents
that involve motorhomes are preventable.
o An operator who has not read and understood all
operating and safety instructions is not qualified
to operate the motorhome.
o Untrained or uninformed operators and
occupants expose themselves, passengers and
other drivers to possible injury or death and they
subject other vehicles and property to potential
damage.
o Do not modify the motorhome in any way.
Unauthorized modifications may impair the
function and/or safety of the vehicle.
o All driver and passenger seats are equipped with
seatbelts. Occupied seats must be locked in the
forward-facing direction when the motorhome is
moving and passengers may occupy only
approved seats with the seatbelt securely
fastened. Do not allow any passengers to travel
in the motorhome unless they are in an
approved seat with the seatbelt secured.
Motorhome seats with seatbelts installed by the
manufacturer are the only seats approved for
travel.
o Always fasten the seatbelt low on the torso and
keep it snug to transmit the force from the belt
into the hip/pelvic region of the body.
o Pregnant women should wear a lap/shoulder
belt whenever possible. Wear the belt snug and
low throughout the pregnancy.

o Establish a monthly fire extinguisher inspection
program to ensure the extinguisher is fully
charged and in proper working condition. Inspect
the extinguisher prior to operation or occupying
the motorhome.
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ALARMS
All models are equipped with two alarms, a
combination carbon monoxide, and smoke alarm. A
combination LP (Liquid Propane) gas and smoke
alarm, as standard safety equipment.

The LP alarm sounds whenever there is an unsafe
amount of LP gas in the motorhome. If the LP gas
monitor produces and alarm, follow these steps:
o Have a qualified service person find the leak
and correct the problem before using the
motorhome.
o Refer to “Liquid Propane Gas System” section
in this manual and LP Gas Alarm owner’s
manual located in the Motorhome
Information Bag for further details.

CAUTION
Recurring alarms indicate the slow accumulation
of LP gas, carbon monoxide or smoke and warn
of low battery levels.
Have an authorized service center check the system
and identify the source of the alarm.
Correct the problem before using the motorhome.
Keep all alarms in good working order.

WARNING
If you smell gas, immediately follow these steps:

For detailed information, refer to the alarm manuals
provided in the Motorhome Information Bag.

o Extinguish open flames, pilot lights and all
smoking materials.
o Do not touch any electrical switches.
o Shut off the LP gas tank valve.
o Open doors, windows and roof vents
after making sure the roof vent fans are
“OFF”.
o Leave the area until the odor is gone.
o Have a qualified service technician check
the system for leaks and make any
necessary corrections and repairs.

Combination Carbon Monoxide/Smoke Alarm

NOTE: Do NOT remove the label from the glass
stove top cover.
The Combination Carbon Monoxide/Liquid Propane
Alarm is mounted below the passenger side chair on
TB models, and on the cabinet beneath the stovetop
on MB models.
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FUEL AND PROPANE SAFETY

DANGER

DANGER

Carbon Monoxide is a colorless, odorless gas that
is lethal to humans and pets.

Turn off all pilot lights, appliances and appliance
igniters before refueling motorhome diesel or
propane tanks. Failure to comply could result in
death or serious injury.

Do not breathe heating or cooking fumes or
engine exhaust to prevent asphyxiation.

DANGER
Never use a naked flame to check for LP Gas
leaks.

WARNING
Do NOT place or store gasoline, propane or any
other flammable liquids on board the
motorhome because fire or explosion may result.
Failure to comply could result in serious injury or
death.

The carbon monoxide alarm sounds whenever
there is an unsafe amount of carbon monoxide gas
in the motorhome. If the carbon monoxide alarm
sounds, immediately follow these steps:

Propane containers are equipped with safety
valves that relieve excess pressure by discharging
explosive gas into the atmosphere.
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o Open doors, windows and roof vents to air
out the motorhome and silence the alarm.
o Have a qualified service technician check,
clean, repair or replace any defective
burners.
o Have a qualified service technician check,
repair or replace any defective exhaust
system components.
o Position your motorhome so the wind blows
engine exhaust fumes away from the vehicle.

SAFETY
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•

SMOKE ALARM
The smoke alarm sounds whenever there is an
unsafe amount of smoke in the motorhome. Always
open the roof vent before cooking.

If you suspect the smoke alarm is not function
properly, replace the alarm – do NOT attempt to
repair it.

Open doors, windows, and roof vents to air out
motorhome and silence the alarm. Identify and
eliminate the source of the smoke.
Replace the battery at least once per year, and test
the battery after replacement. Remove the cover to
replace the battery.

NOTICE
Smoke alarms are not perfect and do not
respond in all situations. The best safeguard is
fire prevention.

Clean and vacuum opening on smoke alarm once a
month.

WARNING
Do not remove the battery to silence the alarm.
If the alarm “beeps” every minute, the battery is
weak
and
requires
replacement.
Do not allow the battery to go dead.
Use only recommended replacement batteries
(see Smoke Detector operator’s manual in
Motorhome Information Bag for detailed
instructions).

•
•

•

•

Make sure the wires are properly connected.
Position and close the cover.

Test the smoke alarm before each trip by
depressing the test button.
Test the smoke alarm after removing the
motorhome from storage, before each trip,
and weekly thereafter.
Test the smoke alarm sensor by blowing
smoke from a safe, fire-free source past the
sensor.
If the alarm does not sound, identify and
correct the source of the problem or replace
the smoke alarm.
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FIRE PREVENTION
Fires can start in a variety of ways including, but not
limited to smoking, malfunctioning appliances or
equipment, placing flammable materials on hot
surfaces, etc. It is better to prevent fires, but be
prepared to extinguish a fire if necessary. Review the
following sections with all operators and occupants
on a regular basis.

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

FIRE SAFETY TIPS
o Establish and maintain good housekeeping
practices.
o Never allow combustible materials to
accumulate.
o Store flammable liquids in approved containers
in a well-ventilated space.
o Have fully charged fire extinguishers readily
available.
o Avoid using flammable products in the
motorhome.
o Never smoke in bed or when relaxing on the
couch.
o Do not overload electrical outlets.
o Do not leave cooking food unattended.
o Keep children away from electrical outlets and LP
gas controls.
o If there is a fire, evacuate everyone from the
motorhome. Use your fire extinguisher if safe to
do so and close all LP gas valves if possible.
o Call the fire department and stay at a safe
distance away from the motorhome.
o Do not re-enter the motorhome until the fire
officials declare that it is safe.

The fire extinguisher is located behind the front
passenger seat. In case of fire, use the following PASS
method to extinguish the flames:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

PULL
AIM
SQUEEZE
SWEEP

SAFETY
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Function

WARNING
Stay a safe distance from the fire and near an
exit. Stay close to the floor to avoid heat and
fumes. The chemical from the fire extinguisher
will shoot at least 10 feet (3 m).

Fire extinguishers are designed to put out a fire in
its initial stages. Once a fire is out of control and you
cannot get within 10 feet, it is too big to fight with
your extinguisher.
Do not discharge your fire extinguisher to test it.
Once it is discharged, even for a few seconds, it will
lose pressure and become useless.

Operation
1. Pull the safety pin and grasp the fire extinguisher
firmly while holding it in an upright position.
2. Aim the fire extinguisher nozzle at the base of the
fire. Do NOT spray at the smoke or flames.
3. Squeeze the handle to release the extinguishing
agent.
4. Sweep the fire extinguisher from side to side
until the fire appears to be out.
5. Discharge the fire extinguisher entirely and get it
recharged or replaced immediately. For detailed
information, refer to the fire extinguisher manual
provided in the information bag.
After the fire is out, beware of flashback. Flashback
occurs when flammable vapors from combustible
liquids spread back to the ignition source and
reignite the fire.

Periodically check the pressure gauge on your fire
extinguisher. If it loses pressure, the dry chemical
will not effectively discharge.

NOTICE
If the pointer on the pressure gauge is not in the
operating range (pointer in the green portion of
the gauge), immediately replace the
extinguisher.
Record the inspection date on the tag provided.
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VEHICLE PREPARATION

The Unloaded Vehicle Weight (UVW) is the weight of
your motorhome as manufactured at the factory
with full fuel engine oil and coolants.

Before beginning an extended trip, ensure you are
thoroughly familiar with your motorhome’s
components, features, appliances and limitations.
Take ample time to read the operator’s manual and
the material in the Motor Information Bag, and
ensure you understand the operation of all the
components.
Adequate preparation is essential for an enjoyable
and successful trip. Your motorhome provides the
freedom to do what you want, where you want, and
when you want. The time you spend getting to know
your motorhome will enhance your enjoyment,
maximize your experience and contribute to a more
successful trip.
KEY CODES
Keep a record of all key code numbers (If equipped)
and keep them in a safe place do NOT keep them in
your motorhome. Key codes for the chassis can be
obtained only through your local authorized Sprinter
dealer.
VEHICLE LOADING AND WEIGHTS
The components of your vehicle are designed to
perform if the motorhome is not loaded in excess of
the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR), the
maximum front and rear Gross
Axle Weight Rating (GAWR), or the Gross Combined
Weight Rating (GCWR). These ratings are listed on
the U.S. Department of Transport decals located on
the driver’s seat pedestal behind the skirting.
The GVWR is the maximum permissible weight of the
fully loaded motorhome.

The Occupant and Cargo Carrying Capacity (OCCC) is
equal to the GVWR, minus UVW, plus full LP gas
weight. In other words, OCCC is the amount of
weight in occupants, cargo, water, and trailer tongue
weight that can be added to the motorhome without
exceeding the GVWR.
The Gross Combination Weight Rating (GCWR) is the
maximum allowable loaded weight of the
motorhome and any towed vehicle.
The Gross Axle Weight Rating (GAWR) is the value
specified as the load carrying capacity of a single axle
system, as measured at the tire- ground interface.
To check that your motorhome is properly loaded,
drive the fully loaded vehicle to a scale and weigh as
follows:
1. Drive only the front wheels onto the scale to
obtain the front gross axle weight.
2. Next, place the entire vehicle (both axles) onto
the scale to obtain the gross vehicle weight.
3. Drive forward until only the rear wheels are on
the scale to obtain the rear gross axle weight.
4. To obtain the corner weight for your
motorhome, drive each tire individually onto the
scale and record the weight.
Compare the gross vehicle weight with the GVWR on
the sticker. If the gross vehicle weight exceeds the
GVWR, you will have to reduce the total vehicle load.
If the gross vehicle weight is less than the GVWR on
the sticker, check the front and rear gross axle
weights against the front and rear GAWRs on the
sticker.
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If either axle weight exceeds the GAWR for that axle,
redistribute the load to ensure that loads on front
and rear axles are within the required limits.
Load heavier items as centrally and as low as
possible. Store lighter items in cabinets, closets and
drawers. Secure luggage or similar cargo inside your
motorhome to prevent it from causing damage or
injury.

CAUTION
Total vehicle load must NOT exceed the
maximum GVWR/GAWR/GCWR of the chassis.

When descending a steep or long grade, reduce
speed and shift to a lower gear to control speed.
Avoid prolonged or frequent application of brakes to
prevent overheating and possible brake system
failure. Refer to the chassis manual in the
Motorhome information bag for further information.
Auxiliary Vehicle Towing
If you are planning to tow another vehicle or a trailer
with your motorhome, contact your local DOT for
towing information.

TOWING
Towing a trailer can affect the handling, durability,
performance and fuel economy of your motorhome.
The factory-installed class III towing hitch is rated as
follows:
•
•

Remember, your motorhome will handle differently
when towing a trailer, and stopping distances will be
longer. Make sure your trailer is equipped with a
braking system and is properly connected to your
motorhome.

500 LB. – maximum hitch or tongue weight
5,000 LB. – maximum trailer weight

The combined weight of the motorhome and any
towed vehicle must not exceed the Gross Combined
Weight Rating (GCWR).
Also, the combined weight of the motorhome and
any towed vehicle hitch weight must not exceed the
motorhome’s Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR)
or its rear Gross Axle Weight Rating (GAWR) as listed
on the vehicle certification label.

CAUTION
For safe towing and vehicle handling, maintain
proper motorhome and trailer weight
distribution. The total weight of the motorhome
and the towed vehicle must not exceed the
GCVW rating as stated on the vehicle
certification label.
It is the responsibility of the operator to be sure the
Motorhome loading specifications are not exceeded.
Always weigh and reload if required. Keep all frame
members level or the tow hitch angled lightly
upward for the best results. Be familiar with and
comply with all DOT regulations.

To ensure the correct weight balance, take your
loaded motorhome to a weigh scale to determine
the actual weight distribution. After you have done
this once, you will have a better understanding about
how to load your vehicle in the future.
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Always provide lights on the towed vehicle by
connecting to the 7-pin plug on the rear of the units.
It will provide power to the lights for brakes, flashers,
turn signals and running lights.

•

•

Sanitize and fill the fresh water tank if
required. Turn off the water pump unless
using water. Turn off the water pump if
leaving the unit unattended for an extended
period of time. (Refer to System Monitor
section in “Electrical System Operation”
chapter for details.)
Check the engine compartment for wildlife.

NOTICE
Wildlife and pets like the warmth of the engine
compartment and can become entangled in the
moving engine components.

PRE-TRIP INSPECTION
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Ensure the motorhome and all of its
components,
devices,
systems
and
subsystems are serviced and ready for travel.
Inspect wheel lugs for tightness.
Examine tires for signs of damage and wear.
Ensure that all tires are properly inflated to
correct pressure.
Check all fluids:
o Engine/Crankcase oil
o Power steering fluid
o Radiator recovery system
o Battery electrolyte level
o Windshield washer reservoir
o DEF fluid
Check the oil level in the generator power
plant (if installed). Refer to the generator
instruction and maintenance manual located
in the motorhome information bag for details
on pre-use requirements.
Consult the chassis manual in the
Motorhome information bag for a list of pretrip inspection requirements.
Verify that all lights are in working order.

Start the refrigerator a day ahead of time so that it
will be cold for your trip.
•

Fill the LP gas tank to a maximum of 80% of
its capacity. Be careful not to overfill the LP
gas tank. An overfilled LP gas tank will cause
the gas regulator to fail and may result in
problems with LP gas components. Turn off
the LP gas valve control located in the utility
center. Make sure all LP gas controls are
turned off (furnace, stove top and
refrigerator). Check for LP gas leaks regularly
using soapy water.

DANGER
Turn off all appliances while refueling any
motorhome or LP Gas Tanks.
Do NOT smoke while refueling.
Check that all sewer connections are properly stored
and all external compartments and filler openings
are closed and/or locked.
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Ensure the roof vent opens and closes.
Be sure that all doors are closed and latched
with travel locks in place and ensure all loose
objects are secured including cabinet and
refrigerator contents.
Deodorize the waste holding tank. (See
details in “Black Water – Waster Holding
Tank” in “Water/Plumbing” Section).
Check that all blocks and chocks are removed
and stowed.
Check that there are no obstructions in the
motorhome’s pathway before moving.
Ensure there is proper clearance between
adjacent and overhead objects to prevent
making contact.
Disconnect and stow the shoreline power
cord.
Lock exterior compartment doors.
Check that the fire extinguisher is in good
condition and fully charged.

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST
The following list should be used as a reference
starting point for your emergency equipment needs,
but additional items may be appropriate for your
specific personal needs:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

First aid kit
Emergency flares
Toolbox and tools
Plastic bucket
Tow rope or chain
Wheel blocks or jacks
Water hose
Electrical cord extension
Fire extinguisher

FINAL CHECKS
•

Secure all objects in the vehicle. Tie, latch or
lock all loose objects as appropriate.

CAUTION
Unsecured objects can become dangerous
projectiles in a sudden maneuver or accident.
•

•
•

•

•

Securely close and lock all doors to minimize
the chance of a door coming open in an
accident.
Adjust all rearview mirrors to provide the
best visibility.
Set the driver’s seat to provide the desired
leg to pedal spacing for your personal
comfort.
Fasten seatbelts, position low on the torso
and ensure they are snug. All passengers
must be in a seat that is equipped with a
seatbelt.
Do NOT carry passengers unless they are in a
seat that is equipped with a seatbelt that is
properly fastened.

MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY
The belted seating positions in your motorhome may
be different that the stated sleeping capacity. This is
referred to as the Occupant and Cargo Carrying
Capacity (OCCC) in the U.S.A.
Regency RV uses belted seating positions to
determine the OCCC or CCC. You may use all the
belted seating positions available in your
motorhome, provided you stay within the GVWR
listed on your vehicle certification label.
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WARNING

WARNING

All occupants must be in seats equipped with lap
or shoulder harness seatbelts with the seatbelt
fastened when the motorhome is in motion.

All seatbelt retractors are equipped with locks
that engage when the belt extends too quickly.

Small children must always be placed in a
certified child restraint system and secured with
a seatbelt.

Move the spade end of the seatbelt slowly and
steadily across your body when fastening to
prevent the lock from engaging.
If the belt locks while extending, release the
tension and allow it to retract fully, and then pull
out to fasten.

SEAT/SHOULDER BELTS
Every occupant must be seated in an approved seat
with the seatbelt properly fastened when- ever the
motorhome is in
Accident statistics prove the
importance of using seatbelts. Vehicle occupants not
seated in an approved seat and restrained with a
seatbelt are likely to suffer more serious injuries than
those who are properly restrained.
LAP/SHOULDER BELTS
The driver and passenger seats are equipped with a
combination lap and shoulder belt for maximum
restraint.

PREGNANCY
Pregnant occupants of the motorhome should wear
the lap belts low on their torso and should position
the shoulder strap diagonally across their chest. Do
not position the shoulder strap against the neck.
Wearing a seat or shoulder/ lap belt properly will
protect both the mother and the unborn child.
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•

CHILD RESTRAINTS
Child restraint systems are legally required in many
jurisdictions in North America. Statistics prove that
children not secured with a certified and
appropriately sized child restraint system experience
more severe injuries than those who are properly
restrained. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration mandates anchors and tethers for
child restraint systems in passenger vehicles, but this
does NOT apply to your motorhome. Therefore,
your motorhome is not equipped with any anchor or
tether restraint system for use with child restraint
seats. In evaluating and providing the safest
conditions for your young passengers, you must take
into account the following considerations:
•

•

•

•

Familiarize yourself with the laws and
regulations of all states and provinces in
which you will use the motorhome. Laws
governing the transport of children and the
use of child restraint and anchor systems
varies in different jurisdictions.
Your motorhome, in accordance with
applicable law, is not manufactured with any
anchor or tether system on any of its
forward-facing seats.
Obtain a child restraint that is labeled as
certified to comply with all applicable U.S.
rules, and regulations applicable to child car
seat, harness, anchor, and/or tethering
systems before allowing any child to travel in
your motorhome.
Ensure that any child restraint system you
use conveniently and safely attaches to the
structural elements of your motorhome and
provides safety for a child every time it is
used.

•

•

Ensure your child restraint system is suitable
and adequate for your child’s age, weight,
and height. Check your child’s restraint
system instructions and labels to verify that it
is suitable and adequate.
Carefully review the labels and instructions
supplied with your child restraint system, and
correctly and appropriately install your child
restraint system in accordance with the
labels and instructions and all applicable laws
and regulations.
If anchors or tethers are required for the safe
or legal use of your child restraint system or
for your child’s age, weight, and height, you
may have a difficult time safely transporting
a child in the motorhome, because no
anchors or tethers are installed on your
motorhome as manufactured.
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DRIVER/PASSENGER SEAT CONTROLS
Your RV may be equipped with front seats that have
the capability to swivel and face the rear of the
coach. To operate the swivel functions, do the
following:
•

•
•

Lift the slide release bar and slide the seat all
the way forward. It is essential that the seat
is moved forward to prevent damage to the
door panel and post when swiveling the seat.
Move armrest into upright position.
Pull the swivel lock level (located at beneath
the front of the seat) to the left and swivel
the seat slowly to the rear to prevent damage
to the door panel and post.

NOTICE
Swivel must be locked and in forward facing
position when vehicle is in motion.
Always open door slightly and swivel driver’s
seat clockwise or swivel passenger’s seat
counter-clockwise.

Lumbar Support
Turn the lumbar support knob clockwise or counterclockwise to suit your comfort needs.
Back Rest Adjustment
Turn the backrest adjustment knob clockwise or
counter-clockwise to adjust the tilt of the backrest.
Back Rest Tilt
Pull the backrest tilt lever upwards and hold to
release the position lock. Gently lean back to push
the back rest down. Lean forward to allow the back
rest to tilt upwards. Release the lever to engage the
lock and hold the back rest in position.
Seat Cushion Height Adjustment
Turn the seat cushion height adjustment knob
clockwise or counter-clockwise to adjust the height
of the seat cushion.
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TRAVELING

•

Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
information bag for engine starting, operation and
stopping instructions.

•

DRIVING CHARACTERISTICS

•

Slow down significantly so you can maintain
control of your motorhome.
Find a safe place to pull off the road and take
shelter.
Park your motorhome facing directly into the
wind to minimize high wind.

Mountain Driving

Controls
Your motorhome driver controls are automotive
type. Steering and braking controls are power
assisted to help make driving as comfortable as
possible.
Your motorhome is much higher, wider and heavier
than a family automobile so the operator must
anticipate and account for the differences.
General Handling
The motorhome power-to-weight ratio is lower than
that of the average automobile; therefore, it is
essential to compensate for slower acceleration
when moving into traffic or when passing another
vehicle.
Allow extra room to corner and to change lanes.
When going underneath a bridge or similar
overhang, you must be aware of your maximum
height. (Measurement must include the air
conditioner plus 6 in. Height may vary depending on
chassis, make, suspension, and air conditioner.)
High Wind Handling
High winds or strong wind gusts may lead to
unpredictable handling and motorhome control.

When driving in hilly or mountainous terrain,
exercise safe driving techniques that match terrain
conditions.
Climbing a Hill
The transmission is designed to automatically downshift when required during long, uphill climbs. If the
transmission frequently shifts up and down, select a
lower gear for the duration of the climb to prevent
repeated shifting. This will prevent unnecessary
wear and tear on the transmission.
Descending a Hill
Select a lower transmission gear when descending a
hill to avoid prolonged brake applications. Under
extreme conditions, prolonged brake applications
could lead to excessive brake wear, overheating, and
failure causing you to lose control of the
motorhome.

CAUTION
Extended brake applications can cause excessive
wear, overheating, and under extreme
conditions, brake failure that could cause you to
lose control of the motorhome.

When encountering high winds or strong wind gusts,
proceed as follows:
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NOTICE
A safe driving practice is to use the same lower
gear position when descending a hill that you
used while climbing the hill.

•
•

NOTICE
Carefully observe the engine temperature,
especially during long climbs.
If you notice overheating, pull off the road and
allow the engine to fully cool before continuing.
Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag.

•
•
•
•
•

Ensure LP Gas and smoke detectors are
unobstructed and in proper working order at
all times.
Keep a well-stocked first aid bag onboard the
motorhome.
Check tires often while traveling. Make it a
habit to check tire pressures before each trip
and each time you refuel.
Carry a cell phone with you in case of
emergency.
Do not drink and drive.
Do not allow others to drive and drive.
Do not text and drive.
Always use a hands-free system when
driving.

DRIVING SAFETY TIPS
•

•

•
•

•
•

When reversing the motorhome, have a
person stand to the rear on the driver’s side
to guide you.
Before departing on the trip, check your
routes for height restrictions. Remember,
some tunnels prohibit motorhomes with LP
gas systems.
While traveling, make sure all occupants
correctly use their seatbelts.
While traveling, make sure all doors are
closed and that cabinets, drawers and loose
objects are secure.
Instruct your family about what to do in case
of fire and periodically hold fire drills.
Maintain a properly charged fire
extinguisher.
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TRAVEL TIPS

•

As you travel with your motorhome, you will learn a
great deal from your own experiences. Share your
experience with other motorhome owners, and
learn from them as well. Read RV, outdoor, and
camping magazines for camping and travel tips.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Make sure all compartment, refrigerator, and
freezer doors are closed securely. Carefully
open these doors after travelling: the
contents may have shifted while travelling
and may fall when you open the door.
Know the height and width of your
motorhome and allow for adequate
clearance.
Use your mirrors while driving to determine
whether you are crowding the center line or
the outside edge of the highway. Remember,
your motorhome requires a much different
driving style than your family car.
When towing a vehicle, make sure the
combined weight of the towed vehicle does
not exceed the GCWR as stated on the
vehicle certification label located on the
passenger door frame
Check your route carefully before you travel.
Some jurisdictions prohibit vehicles with LP
gas containers to drive through highway
tunnels.
Fill your water tank with clean, fresh, potable
water only. Do not use a new hose to fill the
tank–it may leave a taste of rubber or vinyl.
Conserve water, especially when showering.
The holding tanks have a limited capacity.
Dump sewage only at approved dumping
sites.

•

•

Store all liquids in plastic containers with
tight seals.
Watch the levels in your holding tanks. Dump
regularly to avoid unnecessary buildup and
potential odor. After dumping, add water to
the black water tank to prevent solids from
settling in the tank. Without adequate liquid
in the black water tank, dumping can be
difficult or impossible.
Be careful not to leave odor-causing food or
materials in your motorhome for extended
periods of time. Make sure wet clothing and
towels are fully dried before storing.
Make sure your fire extinguisher is ready for
use and that you know how to operate it.

SEVERE WEATHER INFORMATION
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As a motorhome traveler, you may want to explore
new and out-of-the-way places. These recreational
areas can be vulnerable to unusual and severe
weather conditions. The following suggestions and
safety precautions may help you in case you find
yourself in severe weather situations.

All motorhome occupants must be familiar with
these safety precautions and should be alert to
changing weather.

•

•

•

•

•

•

NOTICE

•

•

and return only after the water level has
subsided. Never attempt to drive through
any flooded area.
Comply with all warnings and instructions
provided by local authorities.
Stock enough survival supplies for several
days. This should include food, water, first aid
supplies, and necessary medications.
When you leave home, inform someone of
your destination and your schedule. Notify
the same person if your plans change.

Be alert. Thunderstorms and heavy rains can
occur
suddenly
and
unexpectedly.
Frequently check weather reports for the
area in which you are camping or travelling
so you will not be caught unaware of sudden
weather changes.
Remember the following terms:
o Weather Watch - Severe weather
may develop in your area. Be
prepared for an emergency.
o Weather Warning - Severe weather is
occurring
or
is
imminent.
Immediately find a safe location.
When camping near a body of water, leave
plenty of space and elevation between your
motorhome and the water.
Avoid canyons or dry washes during
threatening weather. Prepare an alternate
exit, and move to higher ground as soon as it
starts raining.

If you get caught in a flash flood, do not
attempt to move your vehicle. Abandon it,

EMERGENCIES WHILE DRIVING
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Your motorhome is designed with features that allow
the driver and occupants to resolve emergencies or
failures while travelling. Review this section to
become familiar with the recommended procedures
to resolve these conditions or situations. Review this
section with all new drivers and before each trip.

•

•
•

Hazard Warning Lights
Your motorhome is equipped with a hazard warning
light system. Both the front and rear turn signals
flash in unison when the system is turned on. Refer
to the chassis manual in the Motorhome Information
Bag for additional details and location of the hazard
warning lights.
Activate the hazard warning lights whenever the
motorhome is stopped on the side of a roadway or
near moving traffic. The hazard warning lights alert
other motorists of a potential hazard and to take
extra care. The system is designed so the lights
continue flashing when the switch is on, even if the
key is in the off position or removed from the
ignition.
Flat Tire
If you have a flat tire while operating your
motorhome, slow-down gradually to prevent loss of
control, and pull to the shoulder or the side of the
road. Stop on a level paved surface and engage the
parking brake. Refer to the following steps to change
the flat tire:
•
•
•

Turn on the hazard warning lights.
Place wheel chocks in front and rear of tire
located on the opposite side of the flat tire.
Immediately contact a qualified roadside
repair service because your motorhome is
not equipped with a spare tire.

•

•
•
•

•

If a roadside service is unavailable, inspect
the flat tire to determine whether you can
service or repair it.
If you can service or repair the flat tire, you
must raise the vehicle using the jack.
Consult the chassis manual in the
Motorhome Information Bag to locate the
jack and to determine the proper jack
placement locations on the chassis.
If the ground is soft or unstable, carefully
move the motorhome to a safe location
before attempting to lift with the jack.
Use a jacking board for stability on loose or
soft ground.
Raise the motorhome with the jack according
to the instructions in the chassis manual.
Never allow any portion of anyone’s body to
be under the vehicle at any time while raising
or supporting the motorhome with the jack.
Before resuming travel with a new or
repaired tire, ensure the lug nuts are
tightened in the proper sequence and to the
torque specified in the chassis manual. Use a
torque wrench to ensure the specified
torque is achieved. Recheck and retorque the
wheel lug nuts after 25 and 100 miles (40 and
160 km) of operation.

When the Vehicle is Disabled:
Emergency Starting: Do not push or tow the
motorhome in an attempt to start it. The powertrain
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is not designed to transmit torque to turn the engine
over for starting.

•
•
•

NOTICE
Attempting to pull or tow the motorhome to
start may result in major drivetrain component
failure or damage.

•

Jump Starting/Boosting
Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
instruction bag for instructions.
If the motorhome breaks down on the roadway, pull
off the road and stop, engage the parking brake, turn
on the hazard warning lights, and chock the wheels
if you are on uneven or unstable ground. Call an
approved towing service and provide them with the
vehicle make, weight, length, width, and height to
ensure they dispatch an appropriately sized truck to
tow your motorhome to a qualified repair facility.

NOTICE

•

Pull to the side of the road and stop
immediately.
Shut off the engine.
Check coolant level in the coolant recovery
tank. The coolant level should be between
the “FULL” and “ADD” marks on the tank.
If the coolant level is low, proceed as follows:
o Check for visible leaks from the hose
connections, radiator and water
pump.
o Make sure the belts are tight and the
cooling fan is turning.
o If coolant level is low, add coolant to
the recovery tank as soon as possible.
o If the coolant is leaking, the fan belt is
loose or broken, or the red warning
light stays on, do NOT start the engine
until the problem is corrected.
Once the temperature gauge returns to
normal, resume driving and keep an eye on
the gauge. Do NOT resume driving until the
problem has been corrected and the
temperature has returned to normal.

BATTERY BOOST WARNING:
Consult the chassis manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag for proper jump starting/
boosting procedures.

OVERHEATING
If the engine overheats while driving, follow these
steps:

Parking
You can stop and park your motorhome much like an
automobile; however, always remember that the
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unit is longer, wider, and higher than a typical
automobile and requires more room and clearance.

NOTICE
Always set the parking brake and place wheel
chocks in front and rear of wheels to prevent
unexpected movement.
Back-Up Monitoring System
•

•

Using Mirrors
o Large mirrors are mounted on both sides
of your motorhome to provide rearward
visibility for the driver. They do not
provide visibility directly behind or on top
(clearance) of the unit.
Using Spotters
o For best results, have another person
help guide the driver while backing. The
driver and spotter should agree to the
meaning of hand signals before starting
the backing process. The spotter should
always be in a position that is visible to
the driver while backing.

Rear/Side Camera Monitoring System
Your motorhome is equipped with a Rear camera
monitoring system. Some motorhomes may have
side cameras installed as well. The rear camera view
will automatically display when you shift the vehicle
into reverse. The side cameras will display when you
activate either the left or right blinker. If you would
like to view the cameras on your display, press the
home button, followed by the cameras button, and
then press the specific camera you would like to see.
For complete operating instructions, see either the
chassis manual or the separate entertainment
system manual in your Motorhome information bag.

CAUTION
The rearview camera is only an aid. It cannot
replace your own awareness of the immediate
surroundings. You are responsible for safe
parking. When parking and pulling away, make
sure that there are no persons, animals or
objects in the maneuvering area. The rearview
camera is a visual parking aid only.

CAUTION
Do NOT take your eyes off the road for extended
periods of time or a crash causing injury or death
could result. Do NOT give extended attention to
the in-dash entertainment system while driving.
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EXTENDED OCCUPANCY
Your motorhome is designed for recreational and
short-term occupancy. In case of extended
occupancy, there are a few things to keep in mind
regarding humidity and condensation.
Excessive moisture released inside the motorhome
can cause water stains and mildew on the
upholstery, wall materials, and woodwork.
Moisture condensing on the windows is an indication
that the humidity inside your motorhome is too high.
The following procedures will help to reduce the
moisture level inside your motorhome:
•

•

Open windows and vents. This will allow fresh air
to flow through your motorhome and reduce
moisture levels.
Reduce the amount of moisture released inside
the motorhome. Run the bathroom fan when
using the bathroom and turn on the roof vent fan
while cooking to help remove excessive moisture
from your motorhome. Do not hang wet towels
or swimwear inside the motorhome to dry.

•

Use a carpenter’s level on the floor to determine
the locations where it is necessary to place blocks
in order to level the motorhome.
Level from side to side first, then from front to
back. To raise one side of the motorhome, place
planks in front of the low side tire, and drive the
motorhome forward until the tires are resting on
top of the planks.

CAUTION
Exercise care and caution when parking and
leveling your motorhome. Make sure everyone,
especially children, are clear of the motorhome
until leveling is complete and the motorhome is
stable.
Stabilizers
Your motorhome may be equipped with electric
stabilizers. The stabilizer control panel is located in
the cabinet above the coach entrance doorway.
Refer to the detailed operating instructions in the
Motorhome Information Bag before operating.

LEVELING THE MOTORHOME
Level the motorhome frame (without auto-level)
before using any of the appliances. The refrigerator
is especially sensitive and must be level to function
properly. Spend the necessary time to level your
motorhome to ensure maximum enjoyment and
reliability of your appliances. Select the area to park
your vehicle as follows:
•

•

Inspect the area you want to park your
motorhome. Select an area that has a firm,
prepared surface. Most campgrounds provide
this type of parking area for motorhomes.
Select an area that is level, or as close to level, as
possible.

NOTICE
Always verify that stabilizers are completely
retracted before moving the motorhome.
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CAUTION
Use stabilizers to stabilize the motorhome only.

Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag for details.
Fuel Types

CAUTION
Modern fuel systems may allow pressure to build
up in the fuel tank during hot weather.
Under certain conditions, small amounts of fuel
may spray from the fuel filler tube when the fuel
cap is removed quickly, creating a potential
hazard.

Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag for details.

NOTICE
Auxiliary generators may draw fuel from the
main engine fuel tank.
The auxiliary generator fuel pick-up tube is
shorter than the engine fuel pick-up tube to
prevent the generator from inadvertently
draining the vehicle’s fuel tank.

REFUELING THE VEHICLE CHASSIS

WARNING
Make sure all LP gas tanks and appliances are
shut off before refueling.
Do not smoke when refueling.

Using incorrect fuel can be hazardous and can
cause significant and costly damage.
Overfilling the fuel tank may cause damage to
the fuel evaporative emission system.

Keep flames, sparks, and smoking materials away
from fuel or flammable fumes.
Removing the Fuel Cap
The fuel tank filler cap is located behind a flap
adjacent to the driver’s door. Slowly remove the fuel
cap to release any built-up pressure. If you hear a
hissing sound, wait for hissing to stop before fully
removing the cap.

IMPORTANT
Motorhomes for the U.S. market are designed with
a fuel line intake for the auxiliary generator that will
drain 75% of the fuel from the tank. Do not run the
generator so long it uses all the fuel.

Filling the Tank
Do NOT overfill the fuel tank. Fill only until the
automatic shut-off valve on the fuel nozzle stops the
flow of fuel. This allows for expansion of the fuel and
vapor as the fuel warms and expands in the fuel tank.
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ENTRY DOOR LOCK & STEP
Door Locks
Separate keys are provided for the chassis and
motorhome door locks. You can unlock the
motorhome door lock using the key lock or by
entering your access code into the optional keypad.

NOTICE
Store a copy of your door access code in a safe
location. Do NOT store the access code inside
the motorhome.

In addition, the light on the underside of the step
automatically illuminates when you open the coach
door.

The coach entrance door is equipped with an interior
dead bolt style lock. Turn the lock clock wise to lock
and counter clock wise to unlock.
Refer to the separate entry door lock manual
included in your Motorhome Information Bag for
more details.

Step Override Switch
Depress the top of the step override switch, located
inside the coach entrance, to prevent the steps
from retracting when the coach door is closed.
The vehicle ignition switch must be in the “OFF”
position for the step override switch to work.
Step Cover
When the coach door is closed, you can lower the
hinged plate by releasing the latch. This plate covers
the steps, providing a safe and level floor area.

Entry Door Step
The entry system is equipped with a magnetic
Interlock system that activates the lowering and
raising of the Entry Door Step when the magnetic
field is broken or created between the door and
chassis. When the door is opened, the field is broken
and the step is lowered. When the door is closed, the
field is completed and the step raises.

SLIDE OUT ROOM
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Your motorhome may be equipped with an
expandable slide out room, which provides extra
living area for the occupants.
Before Operating the Slide Out Room
-

-

Ensure that the motorhome is properly leveled
and supported with the stabilizing jacks, if
equipped.
Level the motorhome as described in the
“Leveling the Motorhome” section.

NOTICE

DANGER

If the motorhome is not properly leveled before
extending the slide out room, the slide out
mechanism could bind causing damage.
-

-

-

-

-

-

Make sure there is adequate space beside your
motorhome for the slide out room to fully
extend.
The slide out room is powered by two 12-volt DC
motors. Ensure the batteries are fully charged
when operating the slide out room controls.
Before operating the slide out room, review the
instructions that you received from your dealer
at the time of delivery.
Check the interior of the slide out room to make
sure there are no obstructions on the floor or
leaning against the walls.
Close all cabinet doors.
Check the exterior of the unit to ensure all
baggage doors are closed and there are no
obstructions.
Make sure all bystanders are clear of the area
before operating the slide out room controls.

Do NOT drive your motorhome with the slide
out room extended.
This is dangerous and contravenes all North
American traffic laws.
Make sure all bystanders are clear of the area
before operating the slide out room controls.
Ensure that travel locks are removed before
extending the slide out room, and ensure travel
locks are installed before moving the
motorhome.
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Extending the Slide Out Room

The slide out control switch is located in the
cabinet above the coach entrance doorway.
Depress and hold the bottom of the slide out
control switch until the slide out room is fully
extended and then release the switch.
Fully extend the slide out room to ensure the allweather seals are in correct alignment.
Retracting the Slide Out Room
Depress and hold the top of the slide out control
switch until the slide out room is fully retracted,
then release the switch. Fully retract the slide out
room to ensure the all-weather seals are in
correct alignment.
Servicing All-Weather Seals
Cracked or worn all-weather seals around the
slide out room may allow dirt and moisture to
enter your motorhome which could lead to
premature interior wear. Inspect the all-weather
seals in the spring and fall, and have them
replaced if necessary.
Extensive travel and use in severe weather
conditions may cause more rapid deterioration
of some components, especially all-weather
seals.
Have professional service personnel, adjust,
maintain, and replace the all-weather seals to
extend the life and comfort of your slide out
room.

Slide Out Room Emergency Operation
If the slide out room fails to extend or retract
electrically, you can manually operate the slide
out mechanism. Manual operation of the slide
out is not recommended unless the slide out
needs to be retracted in order to move the
motorhome.

NOTICE
The slide out electrical function is protected by
a fuse located on the power distribution panel.
Check that the fuel is intact before resorting to
manual slide out operation.
o Turn the main power off and disconnect
shore power if connected.
o Locate the control module.
▪ MB Models it is over the sink in
the bathroom in the outside wall.
▪ TBS Models it is over the sink on
the passenger side right beside
the entry door
o Unplug both motor electrical connectors
from the control module.
o Remove the slide out Snap-On trim
boards to access the motor mounting
screw on each side of the slide out and
remove the screw.
o Peel back the exterior sweep gasket from
the top corners of the slide out and lift
the slide out motor to release.
o Push in the slide out room until fully
retraced, keeping both sides of the slide
out level with the coach while retracting.
o NOTE: Manual movement of the slide out
requires significant effort and may
require the assistance of several people.
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o Peel back the exterior sweep gasket from
the top corners of the slide out and reengage the slide out motor.
o Replace the motor mounting screws on
each side of the slide out and replace the
slide out Snap-On trim boards.
o Reconnect both electrical connectors to
the control module.

Extending the Awning
Depress and hold the awning switch, in the “OUT”
(extend) position until the awning has fully extended
and the lead rail is accessible.
IMPORTANT
Awnings are designed to provide shade and
protection from the sun.
Retract awning if experiencing rain or wind
conditions and when leaving unit unattended.

CAUTION
Do NOT move the motorhome unless the slide
out room motors electrical connectors are
connected to the control module.
Reconnecting the motor electrical connectors to
the control module applies a brake to the slide
out room.

Always secure awning in travel position when not in
use.
Wind Sensor
Standard Specification:
o Awning will automatically retract close in
high wind as a safety precaution.
Retract the Awning

AWNING

Depress and hold the awning switch, located on
passenger side seat base, in the “IN” (retract)
position until the awning has fully retracted.
Please see awning operations manual included with
your Motorhome Information Bag for more details.

NOTICE
The power awning will NOT operate with the
motorhome ignition on.
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Refer to your Motorhome Information Bag for
operation and maintenance details relating to the
specific appliances and equipment installed in your
motorhome.
REFRIGERATOR
The refrigerator in your motorhome operates in the
following modes:
o 120-Volt AC Electric
o LP Gas with 12-Volt DC Ignition
o 12-Volt DC

NOTICE
The motorhome MUST be completely level for
the refrigerator to operate properly and safely.
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Operating the Refrigerator
Refer to the refrigerator owner’s manual in your
Motorhome Information Bag for detailed operating
instructions.
Refrigerator Operating Tips
o Ensure the refrigerator is cold before placing
items in it.
o Allow items to cool before loading the
refrigerator. Do not add warm or hot items.
o Do not pack the refrigerator too full. To operate
efficiently, the refrigerator needs air to circulate.
o Use smaller containers to store items.
o Use containers that seal tightly.
o Place crumpled paper between items in the
refrigerator to prevent them from rattling while
driving.

CAUTION
Operating the refrigerator with the motorhome
parked on unlevel ground could result in
permanent damage to the appliance.
Parking and leveling the motorhome for comfortable
living will usually place the refrigerator within
satisfactory level limits. Use a level to ensure the
motorhome is within a couple degrees of level.

Exterior Refrigerator Compartment
The exterior refrigerator compartment, accessible by
an exterior door, allows Access to the refrigerator for
cleaning, inspection, maintenance and service.

If the refrigerator is unused for an extended period
of time, make sure it is emptied, switched off,
defrosted, cleaned, and left with the door ajar. Use
the travel latch to lock the door in the ajar position.

Keep this compartment clean and free of debris in
order to maintain efficient operation of the
refrigerator.

NOTICE

Remove the exterior door by removing screw and
pushing up the locking clips.

Leaving the door slightly open allows air to
circulate and prevents build-up of odor or mold.
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EXTERIOR BAR-B-QUE CONNECTION

LP GAS FURNACE

Your motorhome is equipped with an exterior Bar-BQue connection located at the rear on the passenger
side.

-

-

NOTICE
Propane supplied to the exterior Bar-B-Que
connection is regulated; therefore, use only
non-regulated Bar-B-Que.

Make sure the LP gas valve switch, located in the
rear utility center, is turned “ON”. Refer to the
“Liquid Propane Gas System” chapter for details.
Do not attempt to manually light the furnace.
The furnace does not have a pilot light. It is
ignited by a direct spark ignition system.

Refer to the manual included in your Motorhome
Information Bag for more details.
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ROOF AIR CONDITIONER WITH HEAT PUMP
The roof air conditioner is controlled by the same
coach thermostat that controls the furnace. Refer to
LP Gas Furnace section for details.
When the thermostat is switched to the “cool”
position and the temperature is set below the
ambient room temperature, the air conditioner will
operate automatically.
Air flow into the coach cabin can be controlled and
directed by adjusting the vents.

CAUTION
Before operating the thermostat, carefully read
and follow the operating instruction in the
manual located in the Motorhome Information
Bag.

NOTICE
Ensure the thermostat fan is set to “AUTO”
mode before turning on heat.

REGENCY ULTRA MOTORHOME
the temperature just above the ambient room
temperature.

NOTICE
The air conditioner/heat pump operates only on
120-Volt AC shoreline or generator power.
Maintaining the Roof Air Conditioner/Heat Pump
Clean or change the air conditioner filter at least
every two weeks when the air conditioner is in
operation. Do not operate the air conditioner
without installing the filter.
Cleaning/Changing Filter
o Release the filter cover by depressing the
retainer clip.
o Remove the filter and wash in warm, soapy
water. Dry the filter thoroughly before
reinstalling. If the filter is excessively dirty,
replace with a new filter.
Refer to the air conditioner manual in the
Motorhome Information Bag for detailed operating
instructions.
Thermostat Operation
A rotary thermostat controls the coach cabin
temperature. If the roof vent is open, the fan motor
will start and stop automatically as the Interior coach
temperature exceeds or drops below set levels.

Heat Pump
The air conditioner has a heat pump designed to take
the chill out of the air. To turn on the heat pump,
turn the thermostat to “Heat Pump” mode, and set
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COACH POWER ROOF VENT
The coach power roof vent is used to provide
controlled air flow throughout the coach cabin. Use
the vent fan in conjunction with an open
window to provide fresh air flow.
Operating Controls
The roof vent controls include an on/off switch and
a thermostatically controlled fan speed switch.
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Cleaning Instructions
o Turn off the fan motor using the on/off
switch.
o Locate the thumb tab on the screen and pull
down to unsnap the screen.
o Wash the screen and fan blade with a light,
non-abrasive soap, rinse and dry.
o Reinstall the screen by gently snapping it
back into place.

The 12-volt DC fan provides proper ventilation,
comfortable temperature control, and adequate air
flow. It is also used to vent the shower and toilet.
Opening a window while operating the fan produces
maximum air flow.
Opening windows farthest away from the fan will
provide the best air exchange. Open windows
sufficiently to allow proper air circulation.
An on/off switch controls the power to the fan.

NOTICE
The roof vent must be open at least 3 inches or
the internal safety switch will prevent the fan
from operating.
Vent Hood Height Control
The rotary knob controls the height position of the
vent hood.

Cleaning Tip
Once washed and dried, you may wipe or spray
protectant onto the screen and blade (use only a
water-based protectant – do NOT use a petroleumbased protectant). Buff to a high-gloss finish. This will
minimize the amount of dust and dirt buildup.

NOTICE

Turn the knob clockwise to pull the hood down and
close it.

The power roof vent is protected by a 4-amp
fuse.

Turn counterclockwise to raise or open the hood.

If the fan fails to operate, verify that the fuse is
intact and replace if necessary.
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BATHROOM ROOF VENT

SIDE WINDOW VENTS

The bathroom roof vent provides air flow and
venting when using the shower and toilet.

Turn the knob counter-clockwise to open the
window vent and clockwise to close the window
vent.

Operation Controls

To open egress windows, pull up the two handles
and push out the window.

Fan ON/OFF Switch
The 12-volt DC fan provides proper ventilation of the
shower cubicle and toilet area.
Cleaning Instructions
o Turn off the fan motor.
o Release the retaining tabs securing the screen
and pull the screen down.
o Wash the screen and fan blade with a light, nonabrasive soap, rinse and dry.
o Reinstall the screen by gently snapping back into
place.

NOTICE
When leaving the motorhome for extended
periods of time, ensure all roof vents are fully
closed to prevent rain from entering the coach
interior.

Cleaning Tip
Once washed and dried, you may wipe or spray
protectant onto the screen and blade (use only a
water-based protectant – do NOT use a petroleumbased protectant). Buff to a high-gloss finish. This
will minimize the amount of dust and dirt buildup.
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TV UTILITY PANEL
External Cable TV Connection
Your motorhome is equipped with an external cable
TV hookup connector located in the rear utility
compartment on the driver’s side exterior.

NOTICE
Perform a channel scan on your TV after
connecting cable.
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Your motorhome is equipped with two electrical
systems that operate on separate voltages:
o an internal 12-Volt DC system (coach batteries)
o an external 120-Volt AC system (shore power)
The 12-Volt DC system draws power from either the
engine’s battery and charging system while driving or
from the coach batteries when parked.
The 12-Volt DC system operates from the coach
batteries, from shore power through the
inverter/charger or from the generator through the
inverter/charger.

SHORE POWER
To operate using shore power, connect the 120-Volt
AC Power Supply Cable.

The coach batteries charge automatically when the
unit is connected to shore power or when the engine
or generator is running.
The 120-Volt AC system operates either from the
optional 120-Volt AC generator installed in your
motorhome or from the outside shore power
connection.

WARNING
Do not connect the external power cord until you
have confirmed the campground has the proper
polarity and grounding.
Improper grounding or reverse polarity may
cause component failure, injury, or death.

o To connect the 30-amp power supply cable,
rotate the cover counter-clockwise and lift up.
o Insert the power cable into the socket by aligning
the locking tab on the connector pin with the slot
in the socket.
o Turn the socket clockwise to lock in place. Use a
locking ring to prevent accidental disconnection.

The 12-Volt DC electrical supply is controlled by the
main power switch located in the coach doorway.
Press the switch in at the top to turn the main power
on, or press the switch in at the bottom to turn the
main power off.
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Water Heater Switch

SYSTEM MONITORING

This switch controls the power to the water
heater. Turn the switch to turn on the water and
turn the switch to turn it off.
This switch is located on the side of the kitchen
cabinet in most models.

The system monitor panel, located in the cabinet
above the coach entrance doorway, monitors the
following systems:
Water Pump Switch
This switch controls the power to the water pump.
Press the top of the switch to turn on the water
pump, and press the bottom of the switch to turn off.
The switch light illuminates when the switch is in the
on position.
Tank Monitors

NOTICE
The on-demand water heater switch light
illuminates when the water heater is turned to
the ON setting.

Depress the following switches to monitor the
level of the system capacity used/available on
the LED display:
-

BATT
o Displays the battery power level
FRESH
o Displays the fresh water holding tank
level
GREY
o Displays the grey water holding tank
level
BLACK
o Displays the black water holding tank
level
LPG
o Displays the LP Gas Tank level
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POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL
The power distribution panel and the breaker panel
contain 120volt AC breakers.
Refer to the circuit breaker panel decal to identify
the function of each breaker.
Refer to the circuit fuse panel decal to identify the
function of each fuse.

REGENCY ULTRA MOTORHOME
12 Volt DC Coach Fuses
Each 12-Volt DC circuit is protected by a fuse. When
a fuse blows, shut off all appliances or lights on the
affected circuit, and replace the fuse with a new one
of the same amperages.
12 Volt DC Chassis Fuses
Refer to the chassis operator’s manual in the
Motorhome Information Bag for chassis fuse
functions.
Motorhome Fuse
Fuse #10 – Has been replaced with 10-amp fuse to
power the exterior courtesy lights above the driver
and passenger doors.
Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI)

120 Volt AC Circuit Breakers
The circuit breaker panel protects all 120volt AC
equipment and components in the motorhome from
overload, a short in the wiring, or a short in the
component itself. In the event of an overload, the
circuit breaker cuts off the flow of electricity in the
system and helps prevent damage or fire.
If a circuit breaker “trips,” allow a brief cool down
period of 30–90 seconds, then reset the breaker by
turning it “OFF” and then “ON.”
If a circuit breaker “trips” repeatedly, the circuit is
overloaded or there may be a short in the wiring or
in the equipment, and both should be checked and
serviced by qualified service personnel.
Refer to the converter and control panel manuals in
the Motorhome Information Bag for further details.

Various outlets in the motorhome, particularly those
near sinks and water supplies, are connected to a
GFCI. A GFCI detects electrical current that is
travelling along and unintended path and stops the
current to reduce the risk of electrical shock and fire.
If a GFCI breaker trips, unplug all the appliances on
that circuit, and press the reset button on the outlet.
To test the operation of the GFCI breaker, press the
test button.
If the GFCI trips repeatedly, have the problem
investigated and repaired by a qualified technician
before using it again.
The GFCI will not completely eliminate the risk of
electrical shock. Small children or persons with heart
conditions should be extra cautious because
electrical shock could cause burns or cause the heart
to stop even when a GFCI is present.

NOTICE
The GFCI circuit in the bathroom will trip when a
fault occurs at the exterior receptacle.
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Stopping the Auxiliary LP Gas Generator

GENERATOR
Auxiliary LP Gas Generator (OPTIONAL)
Generators are installed below the floor.
Before operating the generator, refer to the LP gas
generator operator’s manual located in the
Motorhome Information Bag.
Operating the Auxiliary LP Gas Generator
Turn on the LP gas valve by depressing the top of the
propane shut off switch located in the utility center
in the driver’s side exterior compartment.

NOTICE
The generator starter draws power from the
coach batteries, so the ignition does not have to
be on for the generator to operate.
The LP Gas Generator control panel is located in the
overhead cabinet above the coach entrance door.

-

Depress and hold the bottom of the generator
stop button until the generator engine has
completely stopped.

Generator Hour Meter
This meter is for tracking usage of the generator
Refer to the generator manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag for further details on operation and
maintenance.

NOTICE
There is a breaker on the side of the unit. If the
power plant is running and there is no power
check this breaker if it is tripped.
It is recommended that the generator be run a
minimum of two hours a month.
Be sure to check the generator oil reservoir on a
regular basis.

Starting the Auxiliary LP Gas Generator
o Depress and hold the top of the generator
start button until the generator engine starts
running, then release the button.
o Allow the generator engine to settle and run
smoothly before operating any electrical
appliances.
o Become familiar with the output capacity and
capability of your generator.
o Be careful not to overload the generator.
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•

Generator Electrical Safety

WARNING
Exercise extreme care and caution when
handling the generator and its components.
Carelessness can be dangerous and even fatal.
Never touch any electrical leads, equipment, or
appliances when your hands are wet or when you
are standing on wet ground or in water.
Do NOT attempt to repair the generator yourself.
Have all service and repairs performed at an
authorized service center only.
Never check the generator oil level while the
generator engine is running.

WARNING
Asphyxiation
All internal combustion engines produce carbon
monoxide (CO) gas fumes when running. This gas
is poisonous, colorless, odorless, tasteless, and is
lighter than air.

Do not operate the generator if there are any
obstructions such as vegetation, snow, buildings,
etc. which could deflect gas fumes under or into
the motorhome.

AUTOMATIC POWER TRANSFER SWITCH
Automatic Switch Over
Start the generator to automatically switch over
from 120-Volt AC shore power to generator power.
Built-In Delay
A 20–30 second delay prevents the generator from
starting while under load. This delay allows the
generator to have the required amount of warm-up
time before transferring power.
This switch automatically transfers power when
switching between 120volt shore power and
generator power, and prevents damage to any
circuitry if the shore power and generator are
inadvertently operated simultaneously.

NOTICE
Always verify that appliances are turned off
before starting or stopping the generator.
Do NOT start the generator while it is under
load.

•

•
•

Do not run the generator and an intake vent fan
at the same time. This could draw gases into the
motorhome.
Do not open windows or vents on the side where
the generator exhaust pipes are located.
Park so the wind carries exhaust gases away from
the motorhome. Be aware of potential gas fumes
from other nearby vehicles.

Ensuring all appliances are in the off position
will help prolong the life of these systems.
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NOTE: Fuses must be replaced with the same rating
and same type.

12-VOLT DC SYSTEM
-
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The 12-Volt DC power system in your
motorhome consists of the following two
distinct, but interconnected battery systems:
o Chassis Battery
▪ Located under the driver’s side
cab floor.
o Coach Batteries
▪ Located behind a panel in the
interior coach doorway steps.

NOTICE
An 80-amp self-reset breaker protects the 12Volt coach charging system.
CHASSIS BATTERY
The chassis battery operates the vehicle starter;
vehicle accessories, and; all the vehicle controls on
the instrument console such as the heater fans,
exterior lights, horn, speed control, windshield
wipers, etc.

NOTICE
Disconnecting the battery cables from the
chassis battery can clear the engine/
transmission logic modules.
These modules will automatically re-calibrate
when you reconnect the battery and start the
engine.

COACH BATTERIES
12-Volt DC Power Supply
The coach batteries supply power to all the 12volt DC
lights and equipment in the living area of your
motorhome.
This includes the roof vents, refrigerator (when
operating in 12volt DC mode), 120-volt AC generator
starter, water pump, furnace fan, interior lights,
holding tank, water level gauges, etc.
Battery Maintenance
Automotive batteries store chemicals that react and
convert chemical energy into electrical energy.
Whenever electrical energy resources are used, the
battery drains and becomes discharged.
Applying current to the batteries using the engine
alternator (when the motorhome’s engine is
running)
or
by using the motorhome
inverter/charger will recharge the batteries and
enable them to continue functioning normally.

The coach fuse block and the 40 Amp self-reset
breaker for the solar panel are located inside the
chassis battery compartment. Inside the fuse block,
a cable connects the Solar Panel Fuse.
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Battery Problems
Several conditions can destroy the battery’s function
including sulfation and freezing.
Sulfation occurs when lead sulfate crystallizes and
deposits on the negative plates inside the battery.
This condition is caused when a battery is deprived
of a full charge for an extended period of time (30
days or more, especially during warm weather). If
sulfation occurs, you will have to replace the battery.
Freezing can discharge, damage, or destroy a
battery. Batteries must be close to fully- charged to
prevent the liquid electrolyte inside the battery from
freezing.
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o Keep the batteries and terminals clean. Acid
and dirt accumulation can prevent sufficient
current from flowing through the cables and
can permit current to flow between the
terminals causing the batteries to discharge.

WARNING
Do not allow battery electrolyte to contact skin,
eyes, fabrics, or painted surfaces. The electrolyte
is a sulfuric acid solution which could cause
serious personal injury or property damage.
Wear eye protection when working around
batteries.

Long-Term Storage
Turn off the battery disconnect during extended
periods of storage.
Hook up a battery charger at least once a month, or
connect the 120-volt AC shore line to a suitable
power source.
NOTE: If storing your motorhome for an extended
period of time and batteries cannot be routinely
charged, it is advised to remove the batteries and
store them in a cool, dry location.
Do NOT store batteries on a moist concrete floor.
If batteries are not recharged routinely while in
storage, ensure batteries are fully recharged prior to
reinserting batteries into your motorhome.
BATTERY MAINTENANCE
o Perform monthly inspections of the
batteries’ external condition. Look for cracks
in the covers and cases.
o Ensure batteries are securely fastened in the
proper position.
o Make sure battery clamps are tight and free
from corrosion.

o Clean the battery with a solution of baking
soda and water to neutralize any acid
present, then flush with clean water.
Foaming around terminals or on top of the
battery is normal during the cleaning
process.

NOTICE
Do NOT allow any baking soda solution to get
into the battery. This can neutralize the battery
acid.
o Dry the cables and terminals before
reinstalling them. Do NOT apply grease to the
metal surfaces inside the cable terminals to
prevent corrosion. Grease is an insulator and
will prevent the flow of electricity. Use a
plastic ignition spray to protect the terminals
after you have cleaned and reinstalled them.
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NOTICE

CAUTION

When removing, replacing, boosting, or
charging the batteries, ensure the red positive
(+) cable terminals are connected to the positive
(+) posts, and the black negative (-) cable
terminals are connected to the negative (-)
posts.

Remove rings, metal watchbands, and other
metal jewelry before working around a battery.

o If installing batteries or booster/charger
cables, attach the red positive (+) cable
terminals first, then attach the black negative
(-) cable terminals.
o If removing batteries or booster/charger
cables, remove the black negative (-) cable
terminals first, then remove the red positive
(+) cable terminals.
o Do NOT attempt to recharge frozen batteries.
o If using a battery quick-charge unit,
disconnect the cables from the batteries.

Use caution when using metal tools. If the tool
contacts the battery terminals or the metal
connected to them, a short circuit could result.

INVERTER
Regency RV uses a 2000W Renogy Inverter.
Please refer to the manual included in your
Motorhome Information Bag for detailed operations
information.

NOTICE
Do NOT attempt to start the engine using a
battery quick-charge unit.
o If you do not have maintenance-free
batteries, check the battery fluid level and fill
with distilled water if necessary. Do not
overfill.
o Have the specific gravity of the battery fluid
checked during regular motorhome service
and maintenance.

NOTICE
The inverter is not intended for appliances that
consume more than the specified inverter
wattage.
Exceeding the specified wattage could result in
damage to the appliance or the inverter.
Extended use of the inverter-powered
receptacles will drain your batteries.
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Exterior Lighting

SOLAR POWER UNIT
Your motorhome may be equipped with a solar
power unit. The solar power unit continuously
charges the coach batteries to help keep them
topped up. Refer to the solar controller manual in
the Motorhome Information Bag for detailed
operating instructions.

Upper Clearance Lights
NOTE: This is a sealed LED unit and must be replaced
as a complete unit.
Side Marker Lights
•

•
•

Remove the two screws and pull the light out
of the bodywork to gain access to the
connections.
Disconnect the old and reconnect the new
light.
Insert the new light into the bodywork and
secure with the two screws.

NOTICE
The solar power unit is intended to top-up the
coach batteries only.
It does NOT generate enough power to run the
motorhome’s electrical system.
LIGHTING MAINTENANCE
The following procedures detail replacement of the
coach interior and exterior lights.
Disconnect the chassis and coach batteries before
carrying out any maintenance on the lighting system.
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WATER AND PLUMBING SYSTEM
Water Supply
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o Water Tank Fill
o City Water
External Water Supply

Your motorhome is designed with fresh water, grey
water, and black water systems, and the associated
plumbing to handle all of the water and waste water
requirements.
Review this section carefully to understand each
system and how they function together.

The external water source supplies your
motorhome’s water system with water at city
pressure when the water pump is switched off.
Connecting the External Water Supply
•

•
•
Fresh Water System

•

The following two sources of fresh water supply your
motorhome’s sink, shower, toilet and water heater:
o A fresh water tank located inside your
motorhome.
o A “City Water” connection that supplies
water through a hose.
The water system built into your motorhome
provides full service similar to the system used in
your home.
A 12-Volt DC self-priming pump draws water from
the fresh water storage tank to all the cold-water
faucets and the water heater.

Press the bottom of the water pump
switch to turn off the water pump. The
switch is located on the system monitor
panel in the cabinet above the coach
entrance doorway.
Attached a potable water hose to the city
water connection.
Turn the water fill selector valve to the
city water position.
Turn on the city water supply.

NOTICE
After connecting to the external water supply,
open the faucets in your motorhome slowly and
cautiously.
Air trapped in the line can cause the water to
splash into the sink.
Drape a washcloth over the faucet to prevent
excessive splashing.

An automatic pressure switch, located inside the
water pump, maintains positive line pressure.
The city water connection and water fill selector
valve are located in the rear utility center.

The water fill selector valve has two positions:
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Disconnecting the External Water Supply
o Turn off the city water supply.
o Relieve the water pressure in the line by
opening a faucet in the motorhome.
o Disconnect the hose from the city water
connection.
o Replace the protective plug over the city
water connection.
Filling the Fresh Water Tank
City Water
o Connect the water hose to the city water
connection.
o Turn the water fill selector valve to water
tank fill.
o Turn on the city water supply.
o Depress and hold the fresh water tank level
switch to show the percent-full level on the
LED display. Once the fresh water level reads
full on the LED display, turn off the city water
supply.
o Turn the water selector valve to the city
water position.
o Turn on the water pump switch on the
system monitor panel in the cabinet above
the coach entrance doorway.
o Slowly open the cold water tap until the
water runs smoothly. Repeat with the hot
water taps.
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Potable Water
When a city water supply connection is not available,
fill the fresh water tank using the following
procedure:
o Fill a suitable water container with potable
water.
o Place the suction hose attached to the
winterize bypass valve into the potable water
container.
NOTE: The winterize bypass valve is located in the
exterior utility center.
o Turn the winterize bypass valve to
“WINTERIZE” and water fill selector valve to
water tank fill.
o Turn on the water pump switch on the
system monitor panel.
o Depress and hold the fresh water tank level
switch to show the percent-full level on the
LED display. Once the fresh water level reads
full on the LED display, turn off the water
pump.
o Turn the winterize bypass valve to “NORMAL
FLOW” and the water fill selector valve to city
water.
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Water Pump Switch

Fresh Water Tank and Water System

When the water pump switch is in the “ON” position,
the water pump will automatically activate when
using the shower, toilet, or any faucet. The water
pump switch is located on the system monitor panel
in the cabinet above the coach entrance.

Drain

NOTICE
Always turn off the water pump switch if leaving
the motorhome unattended for an extended
period of time and when driving to prevent
excessive damage and battery discharge in the
event of a leak.
WATER PUMP
The water pump is designed to supply on-demand
water from the fresh water tank to the various water
and plumbing systems in your motorhome. When a
faucet is opened, the pump comes on automatically
and pressurizes the various water lines.

To drain the fresh water tank, open the fresh water
tank drain valve located either under the bed or on
the underside of the coach between the frame rails.
NOTE: If the drain valve is located internally, the
drain hose is routed outside through the floor.
WATER FILTER
The water filter is located below the kitchen sink on
most models.
Replace the water filter at least annually to ensure
water quality.
To replace the filter element, unscrew the canister
and replace the inner element.

NOTICE
Periodically check the screen on the intake side
of the water pump, and clean or replace it at
least annually to ensure proper water pressure.
Unscrew the filter bowl to access the screen, remove
the screen, and clean with fresh water.
Replace in reverse order, ensuring the filter bowl is
securely tightened.
Refer to the water pump owner’s manual located in
the Motorhome Information Bag for further
information.
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WATER TANK

WASTE SYSTEMS

Disinfecting the Water Tank

Grey Water – Waste Holding Tank

Periodically it is necessary to disinfect the fresh
water system. Disinfect the system when it is new or
has not been used for an extended period of time. To
disinfect the water tank do as follows:

The drainage from the sink and shower pan is
collected in a separate grey water holding tank. This
tank has its own dump valve which ties into the same
termination valve outlet as the waste holding tank.

•
•

Prepare a solution of ¼ cup household bleach
to 1 gallon of water.
Place the suction hose attached to the
winterize bypass valve into the potable water
container.

NOTE: The winterize bypass valve is located in the
exterior utility center compartment.
•
•

•
•

•

•

Turn the winterize bypass valve to
“WINTERIZE”
Turn on the water pump switch on the
system monitor panel located in the cabinet
above the coach door.
Turn water selector valve to fill.
Fill the tank with fresh water. Run water from
each hot and cold faucet until you detect a
chlorine odor.
Leave the solution in the system for at least
four hours. To reduce the waiting time to
only one hour, double the concentration of
household bleach in your solution.
After the required time has elapsed, drain
and flush the system with fresh water.

To display the grey water holding tank level, depress
and hold the grey water tank level switch to show the
percent-full level on the LED display.

NOTICE
Overfilling the grey water holding tank could
cause the overflow to back up through the
shower drain.

Black Water – Waste Holding Tank
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The black water holding tank collects all the waste
from the toilet and bathroom sink. Before using your
waste holding tank, deodorize it by adding one gallon
of water and a commercial holding tank deodorizer
into the toilet.
To display the black water holding tank level, depress
and hold the black water tank level switch to show
the percent-full level on the LED display.

NOTICE
Overfilling the black water holding tank could
cause the overflow to back up through the
toilet.
Dumping Holding Tanks
o Connect the sewer hose to the tank outlet
located on the rear driver’s side underbody.
The sewer hose is stored on the driver’s side
under the floor as shown in (island and twin
bed floor plans) or below the slide out.
o Pull the black water tank dump valve handle
first, then pull the grey water tank dump
valve handle. Push in the handles when you
no longer hear or feel waste water flowing
through the sewer hose.
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NOTICE
Always open the black water tank dump valve
before turning on the water supply.
o Turn on the city water supply to thoroughly
flush the system.
o Turn off the city water supply, disconnect the
city water supply hose and install the
protective cap on the connector.
o Close the black water tank dump valve.

NOTICE
The black water tank flush line incorporates a
non-return valve which prevents blackwater
contamination of the city water supply hose. If
city water does not flow when connected as
above, the non-return valve may be defective
and require replacement. The non-return valve
is located behind various wall panels depending
on coach floor.

Black Water Waste Tank Rinse
The motorhome is equipped with a black water
waste tank flushing system to improve draining and
to reduce odor. To flush the tank, follow these steps:
o Remove the protective cap and connect the
city water supply hose to the connector
located in the exterior utility center.
o Open the black water tank dump valve.
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WATER HEATER
Operating Features
The water heater is accessible from outside the
coach. The water heater is designed to operate on LP
gas only and is a tankless pressure operating system
which provides hot water on demand.

NOTICE
Make sure the city water supply is turned on or
the fresh water tank fill level is adequate for
use.
IMPORTANT
Always refer to the owner’s manual for the water
heater included in your Motorhome Information
Bag.
Winterizing
Refer to the water heater operating instructions
located in the motorhome information bag for
detailed winterizing procedures.
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Operating the Macerator Toilet

TOILET

Flush the macerator toilet using the wall mounted
control panel as follows:

The toilet in your motorhome operates much like a
residential toilet except it uses much less water.

o Water Saver Flush
o Press and release button to flush
liquids
o Normal Flush
o Press and release button to flush
solids and toilet paper.
o Empty Bowl Flush
o Press both buttons simultaneously
and release to empty the bowl and
leave it dry for travel. Press either
button once to return to normal use.

Your motorhome is equipped with either a manual
flush or a macerator toilet.

Use a deodorizing agent to eliminate toilet and
holding tank odors.

Manual Flush Toilet

Refer to the toilet operating manual in the
Motorhome Information Bag for further details.

Fresh Water Toilet

Operating the Manual Flush Toilet
Push down the foot valve to flush the toilet. A highvelocity stream of water produces a swirl effect to
effectively cleanse the toilet. Use a deodorizing
agent to eliminate toilet and holding tank odors.
Refer to the toilet operating manual in the
Motorhome Information Bag for further details.
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SHOWER
Interior Shower
Your motorhome is equipped with a full shower unit.
Lock the shower doors while in transit.
Exterior Shower
Your motorhome is equipped with an exterior
shower unit located in the exterior utility center. This
has a low point drain system to drain water from
lines.
Hot Water
This standard water tap controls the flow of hot
water to the shower head. Turn clockwise to turn off
the water and counter-clockwise to turn on the
water.
Cold Water
This standard water tap controls the flow of cold
water to the shower head. Turn clockwise to turn off
the water and counter-clockwise to turn on the
water.
Shower Head
This standard flexible hose shower system is
mounted in the exterior utility center. Turn the
handle and lift the head to use it.
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LIQUID PROPANE GAS SYSTEM
LP (Liquid Petroleum) gas is a colorless gas
compressed into liquid form for easy transportation
and storage.
It is the energy source for your range, oven, furnace,
hot water heater, and an alternate energy source for
your refrigerator.
LP gas is an excellent fuel source that is safe and
economical when used properly.

WARNING
These instructions are provided as a general
guideline only.
To ensure proper service and safety, always take
your motorhome to an authorized Regency RV
Dealer service center.

Safe Use of LP Gas
The LP gas system is designed and built to adhere to
federal government and industry regulation
requirements.
Many safety devices and backup systems have been
installed in your motorhome to improve safety and
reliability. These devices and systems include the
following:
o Tank overflow valves
o LP Gas Detectors
o Carbon Monoxide Detectors
In addition, LP gas contains an odor additive so it can
be more easily detected.

WARNING
Do not tamper with any part of the LP gas system,
piping, or regulator.

LP Gas Control Valve

Service and maintenance must be performed by
qualified personnel only.
Do not use natural gas in an LP gas system.

The LP Gas Control Valve, located in the exterior
utility center, opens and closes the LP gas valve.
If there is no 12-Volt DC power available in the
motorhome, the LP gas valve will automatically
close.
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WARNING
Observe the following precautions for the safe
use of LP gas:
o Familiarize yourself with the odor of LP
gas.
o If you suspect a leak, immediately turn off
the LP gas supply and have qualified
service personnel determine the source
of the leak.
o Check the entire system for leaks every
time the tank is filled. Take time to
regularly inspect the system for leaks.
o Turn off the LP gas supply valve when the
LP gas system is not used.
o Do NOT fill the LP gas tank above 80% of
its maximum capacity. LP gas requires
room to expand within the tank.
o Make sure all appliance vents are open
and free of obstruction when using the LP
gas system.
o When drilling holes in walls or attaching
objects, be careful not to damage gas
lines or electrical wiring.
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How LP Gas Works
There are two types of Liquid Petroleum Gas:
o Propane
o Butane
Both are compressed into a liquid state for easier
transportation and storage. Common names used
for LP gas are tank gas, bottle gas, or simply LP.
In the tank, LP gas is in liquid form and under very
high pressure. As it is released, it changes to a vapor
or gas and expands to a much greater volume.
Exercise caution when temperatures fall below
-40 °F (-40 °C). Propane will not convert from a liquid
to a gas in extremely cold temperatures, and LP gas
appliances will not function properly.

Selecting Fuel Types
Butane burns at a much higher temperature than
propane, but will not change from a liquid to a gas at
temperatures below 32 °F (0 °C). Propane, however,
burns at a lower temperature and will convert from
liquid to gas at temperatures as low as -40 °F (-40 °C).
LP gas dealers typically provide only the type of gas
commonly used and suited for the climate in their
area. If you travel from a warmer to a colder region,
verify that you have the appropriate type of LP gas
for the climate.
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DANGER

The LP gas storage tank is mounted underneath the
motorhome and is attached to the vehicle floor. It is
accessible only from outside the vehicle.
Before turning on the LP gas control valve (1) located
in the exterior utility center, make sure all controls
for the various LP gas appliances are in the “OFF”
position to prevent any LP gas from leaking into the
motorhome.
The LP gas supply valve is operated by the LP gas
switch in the exterior utility center. The valve is held
open using 12volt DC power. If the battery is dead or
the battery disconnect is in the “OFF” position, the
LP gas supply valve will automatically close.
NOTE:
The LP Gas Storage Tank is also equipped with a
manually operated shut-off valve. See the
maintenance section of this manual for details.
Refilling the LP Gas Tank
o Shut off the LP gas control valve in the
exterior utility center before filling the tank
or travelling. Always refill an empty LP gas
tank as soon as possible.
o Connect the LP gas supply to the fill
connector.
o Do not overfill your LP gas tank. Stop filling
when liquid appears at the overflow valve
(often called a 10% valve) which contacts the
liquid level at 80% of container capacity,
allowing 20% for expansion.
o Check the LP gas level after refilling by
opening the overflow valve and bleeding gas
in a well-ventilated area until the white liquid
stops emerging from the overflow valve.
Overfilling may cause damage to the
regulator and cause malfunction of LP gas
appliances.

Do NOT smoke when refueling. Keep flames,
sparks, and smoking material away from fuel or
flammable fumes.
o Never use an open flame to test for
leaks.
o Never fill the LP gas tank when either the
engine or the generator is running.
o Keep all protective covers and caps in
place.
Never carry LP gas or any other flammable liquid
containers inside the living or driving areas of
your motorhome.
Gases may inadvertently be discharged into the
confined space which could result in fire,
asphyxiation, or explosion.

WARNING
o Never overfill the LP gas tank. Make sure your
motorhome is level when filling the tank.
o Make sure all pilot lights are off before
refueling any of the gas tanks on your
motorhome.
o Do not smoke or have any open flame in the
area where refueling is taking place.
o Use a soap and water solution to test for
leaks in the LP gas system.
o Remind the service attendant to use the 80%
overflow valve when refueling. Space must
be left in the tank for vaporization and
expansion to occur.
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After refilling the LP gas tanks
•

•

•

•

Periodically check all container and line
connections to be sure they are tight. Use
soapy water when testing for leaks – DO NOT
use an open flame.
If you notice diesel or LP gas fumes at any
time, immediately determine and correct the
source of the problem.
Before opening the LP gas control valve in the
exterior utility center, check that controls for
all gas appliances are in the “OFF” position.
An accumulation of LP gas inside the
motorhome could create a fire or explosion
hazard.
Remember, LP gas is potentially lethal if
inhaled.

Air in the LP Gas Tank
If your LP gas appliances burn poorly or do not stay
lit even though there is a sufficient fuel supply, there
may be air trapped in the LP gas tank.
The air should eventually escape along with the LP
gas, but it may be necessary to have your LP gas tank
purged of air by your LP gas dealer.

NOTICE
In some jurisdictions it is illegal to transport LP
gas on certain roads or through tunnels.
Check state or provincial regulations to make
sure your trip will not be halted or impeded
unexpectedly as a result of transporting LP gas.
LP Gas Tank Regulator
The LP gas tank regulator has a plastic cover to
protect it from the weather. Only qualified service
personnel are permitted to remove this cover.
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The pressure regulator has a vent hole on the
underside. Make sure this vent hole is open and not
obstructed in any way.
An LP gas regulator may freeze in extremely cold
temperatures. This may result from a small amount
of moisture in the fuel, even though LP gas dealers
take precautions to prevent this from happening.
Keep the LP gas control valve closed when not in use,
even when the LP gas tank is empty. This helps to
prevent condensation from forming and helps to
prevent freezing. If necessary, hold a light bulb near
the regulator to thaw it.
If moisture in the LP gas tank is a recurring problem,
ask your LP gas dealer to inject a small amount of dry
methyl alcohol into the tank to absorb the moisture.
LP gas vaporizes quickly and easily in warmer
temperatures. In colder conditions, this vaporization
process significantly slows down. When large
amounts of fuel are required, when using the
furnace for example, the fuel may not vaporize
rapidly enough to keep all the appliances operating
at a high level. In this case, you may have to reduce
the consumption of fuel by lowering the
temperature setting on the furnace, reducing the
consumption of hot water, turning down the
temperature setting on your refrigerator, or
switching from LP gas to electric power if possible.
The LP gas regulator pressure is preset. Do NOT
attempt to adjust it. Adjustments must only be
performed by an authorized service outlet. Do NOT
expose the regulator to the elements.
If the LP gas regulator fails, the LP gas tank may be
overfilled or impurities may mix with the propane.
Regulator failure could cause LP gas components to
malfunction.
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CAUTION
Do NOT use an open flame or a heat lamp to thaw
the regulator.

LP Gas Leaks
Read, understand and follow the safety label affixed
near the range area in your motorhome’s galley. Do
NOT remove this label.
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If you smell propane, follow these steps:
o Extinguish all open flames, pilot lights and
smoking materials.
o Do NOT touch any electrical switches.
o Shut off the propane supply at the tank valves
or propane supply connections.
o Open doors, windows and vents.
o Leave the area until the odor clears.
o Have the propane system checked and
repaired by a qualified service technician
before using the LP gas system again. Failure
to comply could result in asphyxiation, fire or
explosion causing serious injury or death.

If you ever smell LP gas inside the vehicle or if the
detector alarm sounds, carefully follow the
instructions on the label.
Road vibration can loosen propane fittings. Check
the propane system for leaks at least every 5000
miles (8000 Kms) and whenever the tank is refilled.
Have the entire propane system inspected annually
by qualified service personnel regardless of the
number of miles driven.
•
•
•

Read, understand and follow all safety labels,
signs and directions in the motorhome.
Use soapy water to check for leaks and watch
for bubbles. Never use an open flame.
Correct or repair leaks before using
appliances or operating the vehicle.
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Avoiding Asphyxiation
o Do not use portable fuel-burning equipment
such as wood or charcoal grills, heaters or
stoves inside the motorhome. The use of this
equipment can produce deadly carbon
monoxide gas or cause fires.

WARNING
Do not bring or store LP gas containers, gasoline
or other flammable liquids inside the vehicle
because a fire or explosion may result.
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o Use the vent or air conditioning fan to force
fresh air into the vehicle if the vehicle is not
moving but the engine is running for more
than just a few minutes.
o Maintain engine and generator exhaust
system components to prevent fumes from
entering the motorhome. Check exhaust
systems when changing oil, when exhaust
system sounds change, or when the
underbody of the motorhome makes contact
with an object or becomes damaged.
o Close rear windows when driving to prevent
drawing exhaust fumes into the vehicle

Do not use materials that contain ammonia or
chlorine to check for LP gas leaks.
o Ensure there is proper ventilation before
using the gas range to prevent asphyxiation.
Do NOT use the range to heat the vehicle.
Long-term use of these appliances for space
heating increases the chance of asphyxiation.
Open the overhead vent and open a window
before using the range.
o Avoid breathing the exhaust fumes from gas
or diesel engines and LP gas burners.
Poisonous exhaust fumes are produced from
operating the motorhome or generator
engine, stove, oven, refrigerator, furnace,
and hot water heater.
Position the
motorhome so the wind blows exhaust
fumes away from the vehicle. Ensure proper
ventilation and adequate air exchange when
using LP gas appliances to prevent a buildup
of deadly carbon monoxide gas. Be sure all
alarms are in proper working condition.
o Do not run the motorhome or generator
engine in a confined area such as a garage
except to remove the vehicle from the
confined area.

NOTICE
When the motorhome is new, some of the
appliances will burn off paint or residue which
has accumulated during production.
You also may notice some odors from cleaners
which will dissipate with use and ventilation.
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MOTORHOME MAINTENANCE

Do not wash the exterior in direct sunlight and never
use hot water.

EXTERIOR AND ROOF
The roof is manufactured with a bowed aluminum
frame and constructed using a laminated ‘sandwich’
method. It is strong enough to support the weight of
an average adult if it becomes necessary to repair
the roof or any of the roof mounted components.
Avoid carrying large, heavy objects onto the roof.
The additional strain of the weight along with the
movement of the vehicle could cause damage to the
roof.
Check the roof regularly for possible leaks, especially
the sealant around the vents, air conditioners, bodyto-roof seams, etc.
Immediately repair any suspected leaks. Any leakage
could result in damage to the interior of the
motorhome.

Avoid using pressure washers because they can
loosen decals and sealants.
Regularly wax your RV to reduce the negative effects
of UV exposure on the exterior fiberglass parts.
Carefully inspect all caulking around windows, doors,
vents, and all other joints. Re-caulk if necessary,
using the correct caulking material available from
your Regency RV dealer.
If water fails to bead on the surface of the
motorhome, it is time to polish and wax it.
This will not only improve the appearance of your
motorhome, but will also protect the painted
surfaces from oxidation and corrosion making it
easier to wash.

NOTICE

Underbody
Mud and dirt mixed with corrosive materials used to
control dust or ice on the roads can accumulate
underneath your motorhome and cause premature
deterioration and rusting.
In addition, any build up will add unnecessary weight
to the motorhome.

These instructions are provided as a general
guideline only and may not be complete.
To ensure proper service and safety, always take
your motorhome to an authorized Regency RV
dealer service center.

Rinse and flush the undercarriage and the entire
underbody every time you wash the motorhome.
Washing, Waxing and Polishing
Damaging salts, calcium chloride, road tar, tree sap,
insects and other foreign material can accumulate on
the body of your motorhome.
To reduce the harmful effects of these agents, wash
the motorhome frequently and thoroughly using
mild soap and warm water.
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Stripes and Decals

Upholstery

Follow these steps for the care and maintenance of
your motorhome’s stripes and decals:

Use care when cleaning the motorhome’s upholstery
and choose an appropriate cleaner or spot remover
to avoid damaging the materials.

o Wash with mild soap and warm water and
rinse thoroughly.
o Never wash using a high-pressure washer at
close range. The force of the water can lift
the edge of the decals.
o Do not use solvents. They can smear the
colors and damage the adhesive.
o Never use lacquer thinner or paint on decals.
o Avoid splashing gasoline or diesel fuel on
stripes and decals and rinse immediately if
splashing occurs.

Regular vacuuming and wiping with clear water will
remove most stains. Any major cleaning problems
should be referred to a professional cleaning service.

NOTICE
Direct sunlight will fade upholstery and fabrics.
To minimize fading, close drapes, blinds and
shades whenever possible.

Exterior Lighting

Spots and Stains

Before each trip, inspect all clearance lights,
identification lights, marker lights, stop lights, turn
signal lights and backup lights.

Most spots and stains can be removed using clear
warm water. To prevent the stain from spreading,
start from the outside of the stain and work towards
the center.

Immediately replace any burned out bulbs.
Use soap and water to keep all light lenses clean.
INTERIOR CARE

Stains such as lipstick, grease, ink or mustard are very
hard to remove and might require the help of a
professional cleaning service.
Vinyl Fabrics

Dirt and dust accumulation can not only detract from
the motorhome’s appearance but it can also shorten
the life of carpets and fabrics.

NOTICE

Carpets

The vinyl manufacture recommends the
following: “To clean most common household
stains use warm, soapy water and a clear water
rinse.

Refer
to
the
carpet
manufacturer’s
recommendations for carpet cleaning and care and
for information about stain removal.

For more stubborn stains, Fantastic™ or Mr.
Clean™ diluted 3:1 with water is
recommended.”

Clean and vacuum weekly to keep your motorhome
in pristine condition.
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Draperies, Curtains and Bedspreads

Cabinetry, Tables and Countertops

Draperies, curtains and bedspreads are made from a
variety of fabrics and materials. Many of these
materials could shrink up to 5 percent during the
cleaning process.

The wood’s beauty comes from the natural
variations in grain and density. Some minor
variations in color and shading are normal.

Always use a professional cleaning service for your
Motorhome’s textiles.

Sinks
The sinks can be cleaned with warm water and soap.
Wipe dry to avoid streaks.

NOTICE
Using water-based or detergent-based solvent
cleaners on fabrics may cause excessive
shrinkage and permanent stains.

For stubborn stains, a mild abrasive may be
necessary.
Always work in the direction of the polish lines.

Walls
Clean walls using warm water and mild soap.
For extensive accumulations of dirt and grime, add a
small quantity of rubbing alcohol to the water. Do
NOT use solvents or abrasives.

NOTICE
Some units contain acrylic components. Refer to
the acrylic vinyl manufacturer’s cleaning
instructions.
Do NOT clean using Windex® style glass
cleaners.
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STORAGE AND WINTERIZATION
Inspect all systems and components and appliances prior to storing your motorhome.
Storage Checklist
o Fill the motorhome fuel tank to reduce excessive moisture buildup.
o Check coolant level and add antifreeze if necessary. Use an appropriate coolant/water ratio that will
protect to the lowest temperature expected during the storage period.
o Change the engine oil to the recommended viscosity to aid with cold weather starting.
o Park the motorhome as level as possible.
o Ensure the battery has a full charge, then disconnect both the chassis and coach batteries using the
battery disconnect switch. Charge the batteries monthly.
o Wash the motorhome. If exposed to road salts, thoroughly wash and flush the exterior and undercarriage.
o Remove all perishable items and anything that can freeze (canned goods, medicine, etc.). Leave the
refrigerator door ajar. Ensure all controls are turned off.
o Ventilate the living area by opening drawers, cabinets, closets, etc.
o Drain the grey and black water holding tanks, toilet and living area water system. Deodorize and allow to
dry. Turn off the water heater. Drain the fresh water tank and water heater. Refer to the Cold Temperature
Storage Section in this manual for winterizing procedures.
o Turn off the LP gas tank valve switch.
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COLD TEMPERATURE STORAGE

o Disconnect the compressed air line and
remove the blow out plug. Release air
pressure by opening all faucets.
o Remove the water filter canister, empty any
remaining water and reinstall the water filter
canister.
o Drain the black and grey waste holding tanks.
o Add approximately 1 cup of non-toxic
plumbing antifreeze to the kitchen sink,
bathroom sink, shower drain and toilet bowl.

Water System Winterization
DRAINING
o Drain the fresh water tank by opening the
fresh water tank drain valve. Refer to the
“Water and Plumbing System” chapter for
location details.
o When the fresh water tank is completely
empty, run the water pump for 1 minute to
drain out any water remaining in the pump.
o Remove the water filter screen and clean. Reinstall the clean screen.
o Drain the water heater by relieving the
pressure at the pressure relief valve.
o Unclip the Easy-Open drain lever and remove
filter screen.
o Attach the blow out plug to the city water
hookup in the utility center.
o Connect a compressed air line to the blow
out plug.
o Open all hot and cold-water faucets,
including the exterior shower and blow out
all water.

NOTICE
o Place filter/screen in a secure location
during the storage period.
o Flush macerator toilet.
o DO NOT FLUSH NON-MACERATOR TOILETS
O Do NOT depress the toilet flush pedal if
there is air pressure in the system or
damage to the toilet flush valve could result.
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WATER SYSTEM WINTERIZATION
Adding Plumbing Non-Toxic Antifreeze
o Switch off the water pump inside and
disconnect the garden hose at city water
outside.
o Switch off the water heater inside.
o Switch off the water heater at the outside
switch.
o Switch off propane in the outside utility
compartment.
o Drain the fresh water tank. You may want to
leave the water tank valve open for winter
storage.
o Relieve the water pressure by opening the
hot and cold taps on any faucet.
o Close valves. (NO AIR PSI/WINTERIZATION
FLUID IS TO ENTER THE WATER HEATER)
o Valve should remain closed at this point.
o Open valve.
o Remove the water filter canister.
o Remove the filter cartridge from the canister
and reinstall the water filter canister (make
sure it is tight.)
o Store the filter cartridge in a warm, dry place.
o Drain the water heater (avoid the risk of
being scalded). Outside at the yellow easy
drain level, lift the black clip and fold down
the yellow easy drain lever. Remove the
water inlet filter and store in a warm, dry
place. Close the yellow easy drain lever.
o Place the suction hose attached to the
winterize valve in the utility compartment
into a non-toxic plumbing antifreeze
container and turn the valve to the winterize
position (making sure the city water/tank fill
valve is in the city water position) in order to
not get antifreeze into the fresh water tank.
o Switch on the water pump inside and pump
antifreeze through all hot and cold faucets on

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

at a time and the outside shower until pink
antifreeze appears.
Go inside and switch off the water pump. You
can now open the valve at the water heater
inside to drain and relieve the pressure in the
water lines.
Access the water pump inside the coach,
unscrew the filter bowl to access the screen,
remove the screen and clean the screen and
filter bowl with fresh water before
reinstalling both components on the water
pump.
Go outside and remove the screen from the
city water fill connection, depress the center
stem until no more fluid drains out (you may
or may not see any fluid), and replace the
screen in the city water fill connection.
Turn the winterize valve to normal flow and
place the suction hose in the utility
compartment.
Remove the water filter canister from under
the sink.
Empty the antifreeze from the canister and
reinstall the water filter canister (making sure
it is tight).
Remove the cap from the black tank San-TFlush connection in the utility compartment
and attach the blowout plug to the San-TFlush connection.
Blow compressed air through the San-T-Flush
connection for about 15 seconds, then
remove the blowout plug and replace the cap
on the San-T-Flush connection.
Drain the black and grey waste holding tanks.
(Pull the black waste tank level first and wait
for it to empty then pull the grey waste tank
level.)
Make sure tanks are empty and put 1 cup of
antifreeze down each sink drain, shower
drain and toilet.
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o If equipped with a macerator pump, put ½
gallon of plumbing antifreeze down the
bathroom vanity sink and run the macerator
pump until the antifreeze can be seen
running through the hose.
Winterizing Aqua Go™ Comfort Plus
•
•

•
•
•
•

Ensure water heater is turned OFF and valves
are open.
If heater is hot, leave pump and city supply
pressure ON. If heater is cold, leave pump
and city pressure OFF.
Open hot water faucet and wait for cold
water to avoid risk of being scalded.
Shut off water supply, either city water or
coach water pump.
Open hot water faucet to relieve line
pressure.
Close valves.

IMPORTANT

REGENCY ULTRA MOTORHOME
•
•
•

•

DE-WINTERIZING THE WATER SYSTEMS

NOTICE
Flush entire water system before filling the hot
water tank.
•
•
•
•

NO AIR PSI / WINTERIZING FLUID IS TO ENTER
WATER HEATER
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure that valve remains in the closed
position.
Open valve.
Drain the Truma Aqua Go™ instant water
heater and place filter in drawer.
Close all faucets.
Flush the RV’s water system by air blowing
with a chuck fitting through the water supply
inlet.

Open valve D (leave valve open after on-line
air blow)
Remove air supply chuck.
Wait until winterizing fluid is leaving the drain
line. Collect escaping fluid in a suitable
container.
Close valve D after winterizing fluid is seen.

•

•

Refill the water tank with fresh city water.
Turn the bypass valve, located in the utility
center, to the “NORMAL FLOW” position.
Turn the hot water heater bypass valve to the
“NORMAL FLOW” position.
Turn on the water pump switch located on
the system monitor panel in the cabinet
above the coach door.
Open the water faucet farthest away from
the water tank. Run the water until clear
water appears, then shut off the faucet.
Repeat this procedure for all remaining
faucets including the shower and exterior
faucets.
Open the hot water line until clear water
appears.

Use suitable winterizing fluid according to supplier’s
or RV manufacturer’s guidelines.
•

Open all fixtures one at a time including toilet
flush and exterior (if equipped) as air blows
through.
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COLD TEMPERATURE OPERATION

WARNING

The plumbing system in this motorhome is not
designed for cold weather use.

Do NOT use alcohol-based antifreeze or other
petroleum products.

Temperatures at or below freezing will cause
damage to the chassis.
Check engine coolant level and add antifreeze, if
required, to protect against the lowest expected
temperature.
Change engine oil to the recommended viscosity to
aid cold weather starting.
Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag for further recommendations.

SPRING STARTUP
After storing the motorhome for an extended period
of time, run the water pump to pressurize the water
system and check for leaks.

LP Gas

Visually inspect the water system for 15 minutes to
ensure there are no leaks.

Use propane for winter traveling because it will
vaporize in extremely cold temperatures.

Clean all your appliances and have the propane line
purged by an authorized dealer.

Butane is not recommended due to its high
vaporization temperature. Using butane in cold
temperatures may block the system and cause
components to malfunction.

Ensure everything in the motorhome is working
correctly.

Waste System

Refer to the chassis manual in the Motorhome
Information Bag for any chassis maintenance
recommendations.

Prevent winter freeze-up by adding regular non-toxic
RV antifreeze into the toilet drains to protect the
holding tanks from freezing.
Be sure to add a sufficient amount of non-toxic RV
antifreeze to protect the total volume of the holding
tanks.
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MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING
LP Gas Tank Valve
If the electrically operated LP gas valve fails to operate the LP gas tank, manually turn the valve clockwise to shut
off the LP gas supply.
Stabilizers
If the electrically operated stabilizers fail to operate, manually operate the override coupler to raise or lower
stabilizer units.

NOTICE
Refer to the detailed operating and safety instructions in the Motorhome Information Bag before
performing the stabilizer override procedure.
Stabilizer force can be adjusted using the stabilizer control. Refer to the stabilizer installation guide located in the
Motorhome Information Bag for further details on adjustment and maintenance.
Refrigerator
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean the refrigerator interior regularly.
Remove the shelves and wash the inside of the refrigerator using warm water and mild soap.
Dry thoroughly, especially around door frame and door gasket.
Use only warm water to clean the cooling evaporator, ice trays and shelves.
Never use strong chemicals or abrasive cleaning materials on any part of the refrigerator cabinet.
Refer to the refrigerator manual in the Motorhome Information Bag for additional maintenance and
operating information.

Stove Top – General
•
•

Clean the stove top as soon as it cools using warm water and a mild detergent solution.
Clean the stove top regularly to help keep the appliance looking and operating like new.

Stove Top – Burners
•
•
•
•

Clean the stove top burners (caps and grates) after they have cooled using warm water and a mild
detergent solution.
Clean plugged burner ports with a toothpick.
Do NOT clean burner ports using metal objects of any kind because it could enlarge the port.
If washing a cap or grate in the sink, dry it immediately by shaking off all excess water, reinstalling it onto
the stove top and lighting the burner until all water evaporates.
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Microwave
•

Keep the door and inside of microwave clean. Do not allow grease, splatter or solid matter to build up. An
accumulation of solid matter can absorb microwave energy and increase cooking time. Clean the
microwave as follows:
o Wipe walls with a damp cloth and mild detergent to remove spatters and spills. Do NOT use harsh
detergents or abrasives.
o Clean the outside surface of the microwave with soap and water. Rinse and dry with a soft cloth.
Do NOT allow water to enter the microwave’s ventilation openings to avoid damaging the internal
components.
o If the control panel becomes wet, clean it with a soft, dry cloth. Do NOT use harsh detergents or
abrasives on the control panel.
o When cleaning the control panel, leave the microwave door open to prevent the microwave from
accidentally turning on.
o After cleaning, touch the cancel pad to clear the display window.
o Remove the glass tray for cleaning. Wash the tray in warm, soapy water or in a dishwasher.
o Refer to the microwave manual in the Motorhome Information Bag for further details.

Bathroom – General
o Use warm water and mild soap to clean the walls and surfaces in your bathroom.
o Clean mirrors using a good-quality glass cleaner.
o Do NOT use harsh cleaners, detergents or abrasives.

Toilet
Refer to the toilet manual in the Motorhome Information Bag for cleaning and care instructions.
Doors and Windows
•
•
•

Periodically lubricate the door locks and hinges with powdered graphite for smooth operation and
protection from freezing.
Clean windows using a good-quality glass cleaner.
If cleaning ice from windows, use a plastic scraper and avoid damaging the seals and sealant along the
edge of the windows.
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